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SUMMARY
A statistical thermodynamic treatment has been success­
fully applied to several uni-univalent and uni-bivalent anion 
exchange reactions, with, in the latter case, an empirical corr­
ection factor to a l l o w  for the effects of non-uniformity of 
cross-linking in the exchanger* From the plots of In K against 
the equivalent fraction exchanged values of co, the interaction 
energy associated with placing two B ions on adjacent sites, 
and K,p, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant and hence tiie 
standard free energy of exchange, Ag°, have been calculated. The 
standard enthalpies of exchange have been obtained both by an 
accurate calorimetric method and by application of the van't 
Hoff isochore. The good agreement shown between these two methods 
provides additional support for the theoretical approach.
For some uni-univalent reactions, where data was avail­
able, linear correlations have been obtained between AG°, the 
standard'free energy of exchange, and S° , the partial molar 
entropy of hydration and, to a lesser extent, , the free
energy of hydration of the ions.
The selectivities for several univalent organic acid anions 
have been explained on the basis of interactions between the 
carbon chains and the external and exchanger aqueous phases and 
for some bivalent organic acid anions partly on the basis of 
the differences in charge separation.
The interaction energy, to, is independent of temperature, 
but is dependent on external electrolyte concentration. It is 
also related to the water content of the exchanger and, more 
particularly, to the ratio of the water content divided by the 
crystal radius of the ion concerned.
A method for predicting values of w and Ag° ha,s been 
introduced and found to be useful in assessing the accuracy 
of the results obtained. The effect of changes in cross- 
linking on the foregoing phenomena has also been studied.
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SECTION I
1:1 Selectivity
Early in the history of ion exchange it was recognised 
that, although, in general, two ions would exchange with one 
another in stoichiometric quantities, they would not generally 
be held equally strongly by the exchanger. This phenomenon has 
been called selectivity. If the resin is allowed to come into 
contact with an aqueous solution containing two species of 
exchangeable counter ions, then the ratio of these ions in both 
phases at equilibrium will depend on several factors. The oper­
ation of these factors is not yet completely understood, but 
they do, in some cases, enable qualitative predictions of sel­
ectivity to be made.
Consider an exchanger in equilibrium with a solution 
containing two counter ions A and B of valency z^ and zv resp­
ectively. Such that
(1:1:1)
where barred formulae denote the species in the exchanger phase 
and where the equivalent ionic fraction of counter ion A in. 
solution is given by
m Ay A A
A " £>. m.i l
where the summation is carried out over all the counter ion species 
i. The selectivity may now be defined in several ways.
The ion exchange isotherm
(1:1:2) *
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The ion exchange isotherm is a graphical expression in 
which the equivalent ionic fraction, .X^ , of the counter ion A 
in the exchanger is plotted against, the equivalent ionic frac­
tion, X^, in the solution, all other variables remaining cons­
tant. If in (l:l:l) the system is ideal (non - selective) and 
both ions have the same charge, the isotherm is. linear accord­
ing to the relation, = X • In non ideal (selective) systems 
the isotherm is curved and reflects ion preference. For exchange 
between ions of different valency selectivity is affected by 
ionic concentration; a- fact utilised in the operation and 
regeneration of domestic water softeners.
The separation factor may be obtained directly from 
the exchange isotherm and is defined by
X A * B
It is the quotient of the concentration ratios of the two ion 
species A and B in the exchanger and solution phases. It is a 
dimensionless quantity and is not affected by the choice of 
concentration units or by differences in the charges on the 
counter ions being exchanged.
(c) Selectivity coefficients
The selectivity coefficient is often used in theoret­
ical work. The molal selectivity coefficient is given by
(1:1:3)
where m.. and are the molality and charge respectively of
species i. By substituting molarities or equivalent ionic frac-
*B •tions for molalities, both the molar (K and the rational
(N^ >  selectivity coefficients are obtained. For counter ions
of equal valence ■K» = K*? = V  .A. " A “ A 
The selectivity coefficient represents in a quantitative
way the relative ionic composition of the exchanger and solution
phases, any value different from unity measures the relative
difference in preference of the exchanger and solution phases
for the two competing ions. The preference for one ion species
over another in a particular phase is a measure of the relative
effects of the two components on the thermodynamic properties
of that phase. If, for the present purpose, the activity of an
ion is considered as a measure of escaping tendency then the
preference of the exchanger phase for the two counter ions is
the inverse of the ratio of their activities. The selectivity
coefficient therefore represents the nett resultant of all the
interactions in both the exchanger and solution phases that
give rise to selectivity. If the preference of the exchanger
phase only, relative to the ideal state where no preference
exists, is considered then it is possible to define another
quantity, K^, the corrected selectivity coefficient; which is
given by
K B . HjcB £a (1:1:5)
A A _ A
B
It has been shorn by Bauman and Eichorn^^ that this quantity
K is equal to f , /f_ , the ratio of the activity coefficients E, A x5
A
in the exchanger phase. Unfortunately this cannot he tested 
experimentally x^ithout making extra - thermodynamic assumptions
(d) The thermodynamic equilibrium constant
33The thermodynamic equilibrium constant, K™ , is given
A
by
Ag° =. - — i—  HTlnK® ‘ (1:1:
ZAZB A
xfhere Ag° is the standard free energy of exchange. This is a 
true constant, dependent only upon temperature, unlike the 
selectivity coefficient which corresponds to a single point on 
the exchange isotherm. The physical significance of this cons­
tant depends on the choice of standard states it being equally 
valid to use the molal or rational scale. The value obtained by 
using the the molal scale being close to unity as the same ref­
erence and standard states are used for both the exchanger and 
solution phases, the selectivity being chiefly reflected in 
in the activity coefficients. The use of the rational scale 
however, results in the value of the equilibrium constant ref­
lecting selectivity effects.with the values of the activity 
coefficients becoming merely small correction factors. This 
arises because the molal concept is retained for the external 
solution but the exchanger is considered to be a solid solu­
tion of the swollen resinates RA and RB. Both the standard 
and reference states are taken to be the respective monoionic 
forms of the exchanger in equilibrium with i-iater*
1:2 Causes and underlying factors affecting selectivity
One of the main causes of selectivity is electroselec- 
ivity. This effect has a strong influence on ion exchange and 
is mainly due to the charge of the ions. Consider a multivalent 
exchange process as in (l:l:l). Application of the law of mass 
action to this equation leads to the relation
• z. z.
(B) a  b (b ) a
” ZB = V “ V <ls2i
(A) A (A)
3 'where K is the stoichiometric selectivity coefficient. This 
CA
may he written in terms of equivalent ionic fractions
z -d c » 0 z-p.
(1 - Xg) B A (1 - Xg) B
where ft is the total equivalent concentration of ions in the 
exchanger, which is constant for a particular exchanger neglec­
ting any small changes in the swelling during the exchange 
process, C is the total equivalent concentration of ions in 
the solution, and n = 1 for-uni-bivalent, n = 2 for bi- 
tervalent exchange reactions.
From this relationship it is apparent that, in the
univalent case (all charges being equal to unity), Xg will
B —
depend on K and X^, and in the multivalent case X^ will not
A
only depend on K and X^ but will be inversely proportional 
°A
to C. Hence, in the absence of interactions to be described 
later, the preference for a particular ion should increase 
with the charge on that ion, with decreasing solution
concentration, and with increasing volume capacity.
Most theories describing ion exchange selectivity ass­
umed that all exchange sites were equally selective. There is
some evidence, however, which suggests that, particularly in
(2   ^ 4-)the case of organic exchangers , these sites behave non-
uniformly. The effect of having more than one chemically dist-
(b)• inct type of exchange group has been calculated by Walton .
33 / g \
He showed" that decreases with X^. Spinner calculated
that the same trend was observed if the sites were considered
to differ in environmental rather than in chemical nature. It
has been 'shown that, in the case of polystyrene based resins,
the degree of cross-linking around each group almost certainly
(7 )varies according to some kind of distribution law * This
environmental variation has been supported by consideration
(8)of entropy changes during ion exchange . This non-uniformity
of course complicates any theoretical predictions, however, the
magnitude of this effect is not thought to be too serious when
averaged over the exchanger as a whole.
The complex nature of ion exchange behaviour in aqueous
solutions is undoubtedly, in part, due to the nature of liquid
water. The structure of water is a complex and still not very
vrell understood phenomenon. Two recent, but contrasting, theories
(9 )are those of Nemethy and Scheraga based on the Prank and
W e n ^ ^  ’flickering cluster’ model and the uniformist approach 
(ll)of Pople based on the continuum model. The subjects of
water structure and ion solvation have been discussed in several 
(12 1^ 14.
reviews ’ ’ * ^ . Suffice it to say that the water molecules
at room' temperature form a highly hydrogen bonded network with.
relatively strong intermolecular forces compared to other common 
solvents. In the consideration of ion exchange equilibria in 
aqueous solutions this tendency of water molecules to bond to 
each other, the effect which solutes have on the water structure, 
and the structure of the water in the resin phase must be taken 
into account.
The degree of hydration of an ion depends on the sise, 
charge, and electronic structure of the ion. For example, small 
and highly charged ions break up the water structure and reorient 
the water molecules into a firmly held primary solvation shell 
and a loosely bound secondary shell. This orientation of water 
molecules does not occur with large ions or molecular species.
Earlier, theories, which took into account the hydrated 
ionic radii and ionic volumes of the exchanging ions, were 
based on the assumption that the uptake of large solvated ions 
caused stronger and higher swelling pressures than the less 
solvated ions. The resin matrix when swollen is in a stretched 
state and, due to its elastic nature, tends to contract. This 
contraction is allowed if less solvated ions are taken up, thus 
the selectivity of smaller species would be preferred by dilution 
of the external solution and increasing cross-linking. These 
predictions are found to be true 1 for ions of a relat­
ively simple nature, but with large counter ions and particul­
arly anions, the expected trend is not followed. More recent 
theories, particularly those of Eisenman^^ and Ling^^, 
have treated the hydration aspect primarily in terms of its 
energetics; namely heat, entropy, and free energies of hydra­
tion. The main argument in favour of this approach being that
these parameters rest on a sounder scientific basis* These;: 
theories have been mainly developed for, and found to be succ­
essful with, monovalent cation exchange• Some calculations 
involving hydration energies and electrostatic interactions
give some successful predictions for some monovalent anions
(2l)and some recent extraction work' 7 involving monovalent
anions shows a good correlation between the degree of extraction
and the heats of hydration of the ions*
The effects of small and large ions on the water
structure have already been mentioned. It has been suggested
(22)by Frank and Evans that large ions or molecular species
cause a breaking down of the water structure as well as
1 tightening* or ’freezing* the water nearest to them, giving
rise to a decrease in entropy. This process is dependent on the
size and charge of the species and is particularly dependent
(23)on the size of the non-polar part of the species. Chu et al., 
suggest that the water in the resin phase may be considered to be 
less * structured* due to the confines of the resin matrix. 
Therefore, the water in the resin phase can less readily reject 
the large species which are pushed into the resin by the highly 
’structured* external aqueous phase. These species are thought 
to form a kind of ’water structure enforced ion pairing*, of 
the type suggested by D i a m o n d ^ w i t h  the resin fixed group. 
These results give successful predictions for several anion 
exchange selectivity orders.
(25)
Another similar approach suggested by Holm , is to
consider the order producing and order destroying properties
(2 6)of the ions as proposed by Gurney . An order producing ion
being an ion possessing a high intensity ionic field being suff­
iciently great to set up a local order somewhat more stable than 
that of pure water, and an order destroying one being one which 
possesses a low intensity ionic field and not being capable of 
setting up any order in the water. Gurney. -postulated' that, in 
addition to coulombic forces, two ions which possess similar 
co-spheres (that volume of solvent which encloses the ion) have 
a positive attraction for each other whereas repulsion would . 
occur between two ions with dissimilar co-spheres; in other 
words a positive attraction between two order destroying or two 
order producing ions and a repulsion between order destroying
and order producing types. Valuable support for this concept
(27)
has been provided by the work of Randles on the surface
potential of aqueous electrolytes. If the fixed quaternary amm­
onium ion in an ion exchange resin is considered to act as an 
order destroying ion, then the resin affinity for various ions 
will increase with increase in order destroying properties of 
those ions. An alternative approach to the understanding of 
of these properties of ions on water structure is provided by ■ 
the effects of salts on the viscosity of water. Nightingale^2^  
has shown a relationship between the partial molar entropies of
( 29)hydration of the ions and the Jones-Dole fB* factor. This
IB.1 factor is a measure of the interaction between solute and
solvent, a negative term indicating order producing properties
and a positive term indicating destroying properties. Everest^0 ^
has shown that a good single straight line relationship exists
for a range of anion types when the selectivity data of
(32)Wheaton and Bauman are,plotted against the partial molar
entropies of hydration of the ions. Yet another measure of the
order producing and order destroying properties of ions is prov-
(33) -
ided by Samoilov' .
Another important factor in ion exchange is the complex 
factor of ion-ion interactions within the resin. Coulombic inter­
actions may arise between the counter ions on neighbouring sites. 
The energy associated with these reactions arising from direct 
electrostatic forces between the ions, the latter being regarded 
as point charges on a spherical non-polarisable surface. In the 
case of polarisable ions however, the ion should really be 
regarded as an ion multipole. From consideration of these simp­
lified factors it may be said that the resin will *prefer* the 
ion with the highest charge and the smallest hydrated radius, 
and these factors being equal for two ions then the more polar- 
isable being preferred. Ion pairing will also be more likely to 
occur in the resin phase due to the lower dielectric constant . 
of the water in the resin and also ion pairing of the type
(23 24.)
already mentioned * may occur. There is also the possib­
ility of interactions between counter ions and the resin matrix. 
These may be the result of London dispersion forces acting 
between large ions and the hydrocarbon matrix. This may be the 
reason for the unusual selectivity shown for large organic 
i'ons^^,^ \  particularly, in the case of polystyrene based 
resins, those containing aromatic or unsaturated groups.
Evidence for van der Vlaal’s type interactions between poly-
(
styrene beads and undissociated aliphatic fatty acids J* and
( 36)between resins and fatty acids has been shown, although 
in these cases the water-solute interactions cannot be
(37)disregarded . Reactions with these large ions are of course 
subject to steric limitations as indicated by the so-called 
'sieve effect’^3 8 , 3 9 •
1:3 Anion exchange selectivity
Whilst many of the earlier ideas already mentioned give, 
in most cases, good predictions for simple cation exchange, they 
do not predict anion exchange so easily. Earlier w o r k e r s j [ n 
the field of cation selectivity were struck by the apparent corr­
elation between the selectivity and the order of the hydrated 
ionic radius. Theories based on .pressure-volume^^,^ ,^ ^  and 
ion pairing^3’^ ^  models were proposed to explain these observ­
ations, but it is apparent that the correlations fail completely 
to explain the selectivity orders for anion exchange. Another 
suggested approach was that the selectivity depended upon the 
polarisability of the anion, the selectivity being larger the 
greater the polarisability^3^. This yields the correct order 
for the halides, F < Cl < Br < I , but there are too many 
exceptions , CIO —> I-, and CIO BrO 10 “ It is
also hard to understand how a cation as large as the fixed 
quaternary ammonium ion could significantly polarise the large 
anions.
These reactions may be considered in terms of the fac­
tors mentioned previously. The experimentally observed order,
C104 y I y Br > Cl , has been successfully predicted by 
Reichenberg(^O) who proposed that when the counter ion comes 
into contact with the fixed quaternary ammonium group then some 
of the water (from the solvation shells) is squeezed out. from 
between the ions. He then postulated that the fraction of
water which was lost is proportional to the loss of hydration 
energy. A similar correlation between the anion selectivity 
and the hydrational energy has been recently shown with extr­
action work^2*^. Diamond and YJhitney^ .*^ . consider that, for 
simple ions, the need for hydration can be correlated inversely 
with the size of the ion; in other words the hydrogen bonding 
interaction between a protic solvent, in this case water, and 
anions is greatest for small (hard) anions like F , OH , and 
Cl and least for large (soft) anions like CIO^ , SON , and I • 
They have considered that, for ions of similar size and structure 
the strength of the interaction with water is indicated by the 
strength of the hydrolysis of the anion or the strength of the 
parent acid. The correct order for the halides is predicted by 
this approach. Similarly, correct orders are predicted for a 
series of complex anions from the order of their base strengths. 
For example, for a group of elements which become more electro­
positive on going to the heavier members the selectivity orders 
- - _ 2_ - '■ _ _ _ ■ • ' : .
MnO^ y ^ ^ e°4 ^  'CIO3 ^ ^ ^ 3 1 are succ”’
essfully predicted. The same success is obtained when considering 
a series of elements where the elements become less electro­
positive on going down a family. For example, Ag(CN)^ <Au(CN)2 
and Ni(CN)^2 < Pd(CN)^ < Pt(CN)^2 -(3l)# These authors have 
also considered the effects of differences between, the water 
structure in the resin and external aqueous phases as mentioned 
previously^^*^)^ an(j have mentioned the possibility of ’water 
structure enforced ion pairing1. They consider that for smaller 
ions the effect of specific ion hydration is more important 
whereas for larger, less highly hydrated ions like I , CIO^ ,
and SON- the ion pairing effect becomes more important. 
Is'4. Theoretical approaches and models for ion exchange
In general the factors leading to the selective behav­
iour of ion exchange resins may be described in two ways. By 
means of rigorous thermodynamics or by the introduction of a 
model to assist the understanding of particular aspects of ion 
exchange behaviour. One of the early attempts to explain ion 
exchange equilibria in quantitative terms was that of Kielland^^. 
This approach, which closely followed that of Vanselow^^, 
treated the heteroionic form of the exchanger as a solid sol­
ution ‘of the components AR and BE. Changes in water content and 
electrolyte sorption being neglected. By assuming a van der 
Waal’s type of equation of state and by use of the laif of 
mass_ action, in conjunction with relationships for the rational 
activity coefficients in the solid, the following expression was 
obtained
2 2
lnK^ = In KyA + 0(2? ^  - K^) + In Ta (l:4sl)
B y b
A N A
where is the molal selectivity coefficient, the ratio-
nal thermodynamic equilibrium coefficient, the mole frac­
tion of species i in the resin, and is the activity coeff­
icient of species i in the solution. This expression explains 
qualitatively the exchange of cations in early zeolites.
Another early approach was that employing the elastic 
matrix m o d e l -  where. the following final expression is 
obtained
where z^ is the charge of the species i, v^ is the partial molar 
volume of species i, ^ is the swelling pressure of the matrix, 
and Yi is the. activity coefficient of species i in the resin.
The first two terms in this equation are due to specific
interactions in the resin and solution phases respectively, and
' (l)the third term is a swelling pressure term. Bauman and Eichorn
proposed that the first two terms were responsible for select­
ivity.' In this expression the pressure term is very small and 
was considered by Gregor to be insufficient to explain the 
selectivity of the resins. He therefore took the solvation of 
the ions explicitly into a c c o u n t j n model he
assumed that the system behaved ideally, except for solvation, 
and obtained the expression
lnKB = IF ( (lU:3)
where v^ is the partial molar volume of the solvated species i 
in the resin. Because these values are now considerably larger 
than those of v^ in (1:4*2) the swelling pressure term and 
ionic size become more important. This approach was criticised 
by G l u e c k a u f b e c a u s e  the distinction between solvent and 
solvation shells was not well defined. In systems where select­
ivity could not be explained by pressure swelling effects 
Gregor et postulated ion pair formation, but no clear
distinction was made between *free r and associated counter
(51 52)ions. An attempt was made by Boyd et al 1 ., to overcome
this arbitrary approach by allowing the solvation effects to 
become reflected in the activity coefficients of the ions in 
the resin phase. This method involves too much experimental 
work to be of practical use. The Gregor model was also empl­
oyed by Glueckauf , who measured the water vapour sorption 
by the monoionic A and B forms of the resins to obtain 
osmotic coefficients of weakly cross-linked exchangers in 
order to determine the activity coefficient ratios of the ions 
in the resin phase from the semi-empirical relationship
y
In _AE= 2 - ^BR) . (1:4:4)
o
YBR
where y °r  is "fche activity coefficient of the monoionic form, 
iR, of the exchanger and is the osmotic coefficient of 
the resin in the i form.
(53)Another simple model was proposed by Pauleyw  , the 
essential feature being the electrostatic attraction between 
the counter ions and the fixed ionic groups. By application of 
Coulomb’s law for each process the final expression is 
obtained
InKm = jppjj ( 0 - ~o ) (1:4:5)
A aB aA
where D is the dielectric constant, e the electronic charge, 
and a? is the distance of closest approach between species 
i and the fixed ionic group. According to this expression the 
counter ion with the smallest a° value is preferred, and a
linear relationship should exist between lnK^ and l/a?. This
(54 55) ^has been shown for some systems 1 , but the model, which
makes no corrections for any other effects, is really too 
simple.
Recent theories by Bisenman^^ and Ling^”^  also take 
into account electrostatic interaction between the counter ion 
and fixed ionic group as well as the free energies required to 
remove or rearrange enough water molecules from the fixed group 
and counter ion in order to permit the contact or close approach 
of these two species. They postulate that these free energies 
arej closely related to the free energies of hydration of the 
counter ion and fixed ionic group. This approach has been found 
to be successful with univalent cation exchange in glass.
The abstract thermodynamic treatment shown in its final 
form by Gaines and Thomas^6) reqUires no model and considers 
the ion exchange as a heterogeneous reaction involving 
electrolytes, resinates, and the solvent. The Gibbs-Duhem equa­
tion is applied to the rational equilibrium constant to obtain 
the relationship
1
InK A = InK A dH,_ (1:4:6)
B J. aB M
where is the mole fraction of species A in the resin. The
Athermodynamic equilibrium constant is therefore obtained
■ \  B
by graphical integration.
The statistical thermodjhiamical approach was first
/rn\ /
developed by Jenny ^ and later by Davies .These approaches 
apply only to two dimensional adsorption with aluminosilicates.
(59)Another statistical approach is that of Barrer and Falconer 
which is based on the idea that selectivity is governed by inter­
actions between ions on adjacent exchange sites. This treatment 
has been found to be successful with uni-univalent cation 
exchange on zeolites. The model of Rice and H a r r i s a l s o  
takes into account interactions between counter ions on adjacent 
exchange sites as well as assuming ion pair formation. They ass­
umed that the concentration ratio of ‘free1 counter ions was 
the same in the exchanger and external solution at equilibrium, 
and that the cause of selectivity was the difference in extent 
of ion pair formation of the two counter ion species. This model 
is not applicable to weakly cross-linked resins, and, in common 
with most approaches in this section, is only applicable to 
uni-univalent exchange. The approach of Barrer and Falconer has 
recently been modified for treatment of uni-bivalent exchange
In order to find the standard free energy of an ion _ 
exchange reaction it is necessary to determine the thermo­
dynamic equilibrium constant for the reaction. Most of the 
approaches so far mentioned enable direct experimental deter­
mination of this quantity, whilst in other cases the selectivity 
coefficients are determined experimentally and the. graphical 
method of Gaines and Thomas (l:4s6) is used to obtain the thermo­
dynamic equilibrium constant. The free energy of the exchange , 
process is related to the standard enthalpy and entropy of 
exchange by the general thermodynamic relationship
AG = AH - TAS (1:4:7)
Only limited work has been carried out, mainly for uni­
valent cation exchange, in the determination of the standard
/ ZT p \ - .
enthalpy of exchange. Calorimetric methods 1 and methods 
employing the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic equil- 
ibrium constant^ ’ have been employed. Some of this work 
has been criticised because, in some cases, the workers have 
not differentiated between the heat due to the exchange of ions 
and the heat due to resin swelling. Further discussion concern­
ing these thermodynamic functions, including the entropy of 
exchange, is reserved for a later section.
1*5 Development of the present theory
The theory used in this work is an extension of the 
treatment of Barrer and Falconer^^, for uni-univalent exchange 
in zeolites, to uni-univalent and uni-bivalent exchange in cross- 
linked gels. After making certain assumptions (see theory sec­
tion) they set up the grand partition function in general terms _
(65 Vas described by Fowler and Guggenheim • This was then differ­
entiated with respect to the number of ions of each type 
present. The chemical potentials of the ionic types in solution 
were calculated from their activities and the Gibbs— Duhem 
equation was applied to the system at equilibrium to obtain the 
following expression,
.^A^B jA v°_ EA -  EB 2V
l ■ ss In — + +   +------
xAV  5b “ eT "  kt nkt
where is the ionic fraction of species i, j(i)T is the part­
ition function of an ion. species i, 11°^  is the standard chemical 
potential of ion species i, is the energy of ion species i in
the exchanger relative to some standard state, i.s the number 
of species i in the exchanger at equilibrium, II is the total 
number of exchange sites, and w is an energy term related to 
the interaction energy between neighbouring ions.
' ( £n\
This was then extended 1 , by evaluating the statist­
ical weight factor and interaction energy term for uni- bivalent • 
exchange reactions in resins. This work was further modified 
to give the expression
f2
ln[ K^ ~A ] = lnKT - Xgw/RT; (1*5*2)
This was again further modified^*^, to allow for non­
uniformity of cross-linking in the exchanger, by the introduc­
tion of an empirical correction factor to give the final form 
of the equation,
f2 . —
l n ^ \  Z  ^ = ln K T “  ET ^ 1 + +C(^B ~ *l)
B (1:5:3)
where A,B,and C are numerical weightings for each term.
1:6 Purpose of the present work
The purpose of this work was to: use this treatment in 
the determination of the energetics of the exchange process for 
both uni-univalent and uni-bivalent anion exchange systems. To 
ascertain the extent to which this treatment was supported by 
comparisons of the values of the standard enthalpy of exchange* 
AH? obtained from equilibrium experiments conducted at different 
temperatures, with values obtained calorimetrically, and to 
investigate the calorimetric method in some detail.
From the results it was hoped to ascertain, particularly 
for the uni-univalent anion exchange systems, if they could be 
correlated with known ionic quantities such as hydrated ionic 
radii and free energies, enthalpies, and entropies of hydration 
of the anions. Furthermore, to investigate the effects of temp­
erature, total equivalent concentration, cross-linking, and 
increasing, chain length and charge separation for a series of 
univalent and bivalent aliphatic organic acid anions respect­
ively on w and . Also to use some of the results so obtained 
CA
for the prediction of the thermodynamic constants for some ion 
exchange reactions and to check such predictions experimentally.
S E C T IO N  2
2:1 The theory used in the -present approach
The theory set out below is an extension of the statIs-
(59).
tical thermodynamic treatment of Barrer and Falconer for 
uni-univalent cation exchange with zeolites, to uni- univalent 
and uni-bivalent anion exchange in cross- linked gels. The 
final equations obtained are those originally derived by 
Salmon^^. The derivation outlined in this section is for the 
uni-bivalent reaction
2 A ^  + B2H  = B2^  + 2 A ^  (2:1:1)
where barred formulae refer to ions in the resin. The treatment 
for uni-univalent reactions is exactly analogous.
The model used may be visualised as consisting of fixed
ionogenic exchange sites linked together in a three dimensional
2-  -elastic matrix. When a B counter ion enters the A rich matrix
it will displace two A~ ions and occupy both vacant sites. If 
2-
the B ion is regarded as a dumb-bell, then the charge distri­
bution may be considered to be either one of two extremes. One 
possibility is that of symmetrical charge distribution where the 
ion could be regarded as two point charges, one at each end of 
the dumb-bell, the other possibility being the situation where 
one end of the dumb-bell is doubly charged while the other end . 
is uncharged; both possibilities have been considered^^,^ ,^ ^. 
The actual situation is probably intermediate between these two 
extremes, but the second approach is considered to be justified 
because it corresponds to the situation found in crystalline 
e x c h a n g e r s a n d  leads eventually to a simpler relationship.
2-
In this situation therefore, where the B ion has displaced two 
jT ions, there will be a formal excess charge of -1 at the site 
occupied by the doubly charged end, whilst there will be a formal 
excess charge of +1 on the adjacent site occupied by the uncharged 
end or ’vacancy1. In this situation the excess charges will be 
substantially reduced by distortion of the resin matrix, thus 
minimising the charge separation, which may to a first approxim­
ation be neglected.
Certain initial assumptions, similar to those in the
(59) •original treatment , have been made.
2d )  When two B *"* ions occupy adjacent sites in an A rich matrix,
there is a significant increase in the energy of the resin
relative to the reference state where the two A ions occupy
- 2-adjacent sites. The energy change associated with A - B inter­
actions is assumed to be negligible; the same applies to the 
2-
B - vacancy interactions, arising from vacancies of the type 
discussed below.
(2) The change in energy is additive with respect to the number 
2-  2-of B - B pairs, irrespective of their arrangement.
r _ • o
(3) The distribution of A and B ions in the resin is assumed 
to be random. This approximation is satisfactory if the inter­
actions are small.
(4) The solvation of the resin matrix remains unaltered by 
exchange. This is equivalent to regarding the ions as being in 
their hydrated forms and hence as regarding the associated 
changes in water content as arising primarily from the diff­
erent degrees of hydration of the ions involved.
The first step in the derivation is to set up the grand
partition function for the system as described by Fowler and
, . (65)Guggenheim
Q = g(HANB) [jA(T) ] A [jB(T) £ ® ]  B Qgexp (~E) (2:1:2)
where KL, j ,■ and E^ are the number, partition function, and
intrinsic energy of the ion species i within the resin, is
the partition function of the resin matrix, E is a function of
the energy of interaction of B — B pairs, and g(N Mp) is the
A 15
statistical weight factor.
In order to apply the grand partition function to the 
system, the statistical weight factor and the additional energy 
term E, must be evaluated.
The statistical weight factor g(N^N^),
In the fully loaded resin at equilibrium there will' be
-  2-  *N^A ions and N^B ions associated with N sites, where 
N = + 2Ng . In order to evaluate the statistical weight fac­
tor the thermodynamic probability of placing these ions in
such a structure must be found. By first considering the 
2-
placing of N^B ions into the resin it can be shown that 
2-identical B ions and associated vacant sites can be placed 
into the resin in
ZH(K - l)Z(H - 2) (N —  Z(K - 2;;.. 4 2)(lJ - 2N + l) 1
(K - 1) (N - 1) (N - 1) Nb!
ways, or
7 \
[ g-JJ’Y ] N(N - .l)(N - 2)(N - 3) ....  ways where. Z
is the average number of nearest neighbouring exchange sites
2- . -
to any given site. As each B ion is identical and the A ions
can occupy the remaining sites in one way only and since N»l, 
the thermodynamic probability becomes
N , ■ " ' - ' . -
r Z 1 B N J
N J N • iy 
The interaction energy E , "
The interaction energy is the product of the interaction energy
2-  2-for a single B - B pair and the number of such pairs in the
resin. For this purpose it is necessary to calculate the average
2-
number of neighbouring ions for each B ion. Considering any
one B ion, there are (Z - l) possible positions for the
location of another anion as nearest neighbour. There are still 
2(Hg - 1) B£- ions, (llg - l) associated vacant sites and N^A 
ions to be placed in the structure. In order to simplify the 
mathematical treatment it is necessary to assume at this stage
that the probability that any one of these three species may
■ 2— ■'occur at one of the (Z - l) sites around the B ~ ion depends
directly on the proportion of each species available. This
assumption is not strictly correct and will be considered at
a later stage together with non-uniformity of cross-linking.
2-
After the above simplification the single B ion is found to
have (Z - l)(Ng - l)/(N - 2) other B2” ions as nearest neigh-
2—
bours. Therefore for H^B ions there will be 
UB(Z - 1)(Kb - 1)/(N - 2)2 B2- B2~ pairs or, since N-g^l and 
N»>2, N^(Z - l)/211 pairs. If the energy change arising when 
two B^ ~" ions occupy adjacent sites is 2u/(Z - l), where w is
an energy term, then the total interaction energy is given by
h| u/ n .
Thus the grand partition function becomes
7 t.t i E N Ep
Q « [ 5 ] [ h.JIL*  ^ [iA(T)©xP ] [jB(T)exp £T ] Qj^expf-
A  it
(2:1:3)
By taking logarithms for both sides of this expression, applying 
Stirling’s approximation, viz., InN.' = InN - N, and reversing 
the signs, the following expression may be obtained
-In Q  = N ynZ  — (Na + Ng) InN  +;-NB + -N^nN^ + NglnNg -  NAl n j A(T )' 
-NAEA/kT. - NBlnjB(T) - N^/kT -'lnQ^ + N^ co/HkT (2:1:4)
&G
Now, -InQ =  G/kT and ( = p, . , the chemical potential of
j •
species i. .
Therefore by differentiating (2:1:4) with respect to the
number of ion species of each type present, expressions for the
-  2 -chemical potentials of A and B within the resin can be 
derived.
Accordingly,
_  6(-InQ)
y.A /kT = [ 6Na  ]h = 1 _ InN + lnKA - lnjA(T) - EA/kT
B
and (2:1:5)
5 (-InQ)
V B/kT = [ 6 ] = 2 - InZ - InN + lnHB - lnjB(T)
Ng A
-EB/kT + 2NBu/NkT (2:1:6)
Now, assuming that for equation (2:l:l) the chemical potentials 
of the counter ions and the solvents remain constant, then the
condition for equilibrium is
2Ua  + N b + 2V-a  (2:1:7)
and
p,i/kT = p,i°/kT + in a.. (2:1:8)
o
where p..-, p..* , andp -are the chemical potential of species i in 
the resin, and the chemical potential and the standard 
chemical potential of species i in solution respectively, and 
a^ is the activity of species i in solution.
From equations (2:1:7) and (2:1:8) we obtain
^Pa A - PB + , In a?/a-n (2:1:9)
kT kT
substitution of equation (2:1':5) and (2:1:6) into (2:1:9) and 
subsequent rearrangement leads to the relationship
. r r # ,  ; - 2EA , ^ B 2IJb “
L 2 J - ln L .2/ N J kT kT 1 ~ NkT
**AaB JA (T)
(2:1:10)
on conversion to molar quantities this expression becomes
XJtr fj C Qp E - 2E. G~ - 2G\
In [ •?' -Z ] = In [ ] +-— ----   + — ----   - ln0 + InZ
xi v B ET RT
- 5Lw/BT (2:1:11)
where 0 is the volume capacity of the resin in equiv/litre, and
is the activity coefficient of species i in the solution
°r» ■ o
f
In IT6 = lnlC, - 3U)/RT (2:1:12)
°A B 1 ■
and for the uni-univalent reaction,
In K® =. lnKT - 2%^/wt (2:1:13)
-• A . . ’ .
2:2 The effect of non-uniformity of cross-linking
It is apparent .from equation (2:1:12) that a plot of 
B —*In K against should be linear, but this is not always theC • JljA
case. One possible cause of this, as mentioned in the previous
section, is the effect of non-uniformity of cross-linking on
the selective properties of the fixed groups.in the resin. It 
(67)has been shown that w varies with cross-linking. Therefore
2-  2—
it seems reasonable to suppose that the incidence of B - B
pairs will vary with regions of high and low cross-linking in
the resin. A similar effect will arise from the non-linear
2-  2-relationship between the number of B - B pairs and the 
2-number of B ions present. This means that the average value
of w obtained experimentally will only coincide with the
correct value in the region of half exchange. To allow for
this effect an empirical correction factor has been introduced
into equation (2:1:12). This correction factor was not used
for uni-univalent reactions as the plots of In IC^  against X_g
CA
for these reactions were linear. Therefore equation(2:1:12) 
becomes
f2 ;
t  v  lnKr  -  %>. V 1 + a <*b - * A >  +  B < V  +  c ( X b -  *a> 3
A  Jo
(2:2:1)
where A,B,and C are numerical weighting terms. This has been
- (67)shown to be successful for Cl - oxalate exchange .
2:3 Evaluation of the standard free energy; enthalpy, and
entropy of exchange
Equation (2:2:1') may. be rewritten as
f2 •' '■ ■- 
In ^ = luK^ - In ^  ^  ^[correction term]
(2:3:1)
Therefore a plot of In against X^[correction term] 
should be linear with an intercept of ( lnK^ , - In ^ ) and.a 
slope of ( - )• A value for the standard free energy of
exchange AG°, can be obtained from (l:l:6) viz.,
43° = - 5~ V "  BTln
A  B  A
providing that the reactants are in their standard states.
It is possible to calculate the standard enthalpy of 
exchange from this equation. By differentiating (l:1:6) with 
respect to temperature at constant pressure, allowing for the 
fact that lnK^ is temperature dependent, and rearranging 
according to the Gibbs - Helmholtz equation for substances in 
their standard states, the following thermodynamic relation is 
obtained^O)
6 ( In kJ3 )/ 6T 
A
( Z ^  AH0)/ BT2 (2:3:2)
on integration
~ z.z ah0
In Ky = - -jg  + const (2:3:3)
A
Hence from a plot of lnK^ against l/T, AH0 can be calculated 
from the gradient.
The standard entropy of exchange may be calculated 
from the relation
AG° « AH° - TAS° (2:3:4)
22:4 Evaluation of the activity coefficient ratio »
The account given here is essentially the same as that 
(7l)given by Boyland . The mean value of the activity coeffi-
(72)
cients of ions in solution is given by the Davies equation
log f+ <* AZjZg [ &  /(l + # )  - 0.31 ] (2:4:1)
and
I = i 2 ° i zi ■ (2:4:2)
• i=( ,
where I is the total ionic strength, A the Debye - Huckel
factor, c^ the molal concentration of species i, and the
re­
charge on species i.
Equation (2:1:12) requires a knowledge of and
this can be estimated in terms of the Davies equation as
fo11ows. For a solution containing the electrolytes BX^ and
XA dissociating into their respective ions, it is possible
to write for BX^ the following relationship
*(where i in this case refers to both cations and anions 
whereas it previously referred to anions only)
similarly for AX ,
21og fj_ A -^ “* lo§ fj^  — (2:4«4)
subtracting 2 x equation (2:4:4) from equation (2:4:3) gives
' * -
“31°e A  3X + 41°e f+AX  -. l o g f ^ / V  '■ (2:4:5)
Application of the Davies equation which may be written in 
the following form
log f+ « - AZ1Z2 f(l) ' (2:4:6)
gives 41og f+ ^  *= - A x 4 x f(l) (2:4:7)
and 31°g f + = “ A x 6 x f(l) (2:4:8)
Substituting equations (2:4:7-) and (2:4:8) into equation 
(2:4:5)» we obtain
l o g  ( f A/ f B) = 2A f ( l )  ( 2:4 :9)
For ionic strengths from 0.1 to 0.15 this ratio behaves in
an almost linear manner.
— 2-
2:5 Additional energy term due to A - B pairs.
2-  2—The additional energy term attributed to B - B pairs
has already been derived. This term has not been attributed
to any specific causes, but is thought to include contributions
2—from interactions of the B ions with the fixed groups in the
i
resin and the resultant distortion ; and swelling pressure
effects, as well as electrostatic repulsions. The electrostatic
repulsions are not considered to be the main causes, because
the charge on the ions may be spread over large solvation
-  2-spheres and the resin matrix. Therefore the A - B and part­
icularly the A - A interactions are considered to be small, 
whereas from purely electrostatic considerations this would 
not be so. If for a series of reactions, A is held constant
as Cl • say, then the A —A interactions can be arbitrarily
2— 2—fixed as zero (as has been initially assumed), and the B - B 
_ 2-
and A - B interactions can be evaluated. By using the same 
simplifications as before an.expression for the grand parti­
tion function is obtained
7 K  Ni- • E. N. • E. .H_
Q « .[ 5 ] ifY¥T  [iA(T)exp ~T ] [ jB(T)exp £T ]
A B;
- 2N 1
v QRexp[     ] (2:6:1)
. NkT
V 7 h e r e  w 1 is a n  e n e r g y  t e r m  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  energy 
-  2—due to A - B interactions.
The final selectivity expression can be obtained in 
an exactly analogous manner as before
If the values of InK^ and co obtained from (2:1:12) are only
-  2-
1apparent’ values due to the neglect of the A - B interac­
tions, then
■■'■(l”V app= lnKT " 2"'/BT (2:6:3)
Application of the van’t Hoff isochore (2:3:3) for a bivalent 
reaction gives
lnK_ = 2AH°/BT.
I
and provided that wapp w not vary significantly with 
temperature then by substituting (2:3:3) into (2:6:3) vie obtain
( lnl^ )app = - 2(u* - AH°)/ET + C (2:6:4)
Hence from a plot of (ln^ ) app against l/T, w * can be calculated -
from the gradient, since AH0 can be obtained calorimetrically.
(67)As has been shown by Birch et al ., it is possible to use 
equation (2:6:4) to obtain a close approximation to w ' from the 
difference.between the values of AH° obtained by equilibrium 
experiments and the corresponding values of AH° obtained 
calorimetrically.
2:6 Prediction method
Consider two bivalent reactions
2A^~^ + D2^  = 2 A ^  + D2^  ■ (2:6:1)
2 A ^  + B2^  = 2A^~^ . + B2^  (2:6:2)
adding (2:6:l) and (2:6:2) we obtain
B2(~y + D2(-) r= D 2^  + B 2^  (2:6:3)
The selectivity expression for reaction (2:6:l) going from 
left to right is -
- v2 „2 
'A
' 'ln r 7 ^ 2  j l - ln^ - W ET (2s6:4)
I) A B d
where is the thermodynamic equilibrium constant and is
^  2-  2-  
the interaction energy term for D - D pairs.
Similarly for reaction (2:6:2) going from left to right 
X2 X f $
= + W KT ( 2 ! 6 ; 5)
A B A ° B
where K^ , and have the same significance as in the previous 
b
reaction.
Adding (2:6:4) and (2:6:5) we obtain the expression
In [ -JL-J*— § ■] ^ lnI^  *J- ( XgQg - V d)/RT
Xp Xg f.D (2:6:6)
where lnlC^  t= lnK^ + (- InK^ ).
c d b
now Xg t= 1 — Xg by definition, and substitution of this into 
(2:6:6) gives
r ^ V b i  t~r- . “b (»t + «,.) ■ln [_---   J = In Iv + - - X_   b d
* D % fD c RT (2:6:7)
Therefore a graph of lnICB against Xg will give an intercept of
( InK^ , + w./RT ) and a slope of ( '+ o k )/RT . If then ,
c . b
K^ , , .0)^ , and are known from experiment then it is possible 
d
to predict the values of (hence Ag) and w for the reaction 
(2:6:3) • The isotherm for this reaction can be predicted by
graphical or iterative procedures. The results obtained can be
checked experimentally.
Whilst the method predicts only a third reaction from 
previous knowledge of two other reactions, it does provide a 
means of comparing experimental and predicted results, thus 
providing a means of investigating the soundness of the theor­
etical approach.
SE C TIO N  3
3:1 Resin preparation
The types of resins used in this work are all strongly
basic anion exchange resins of the polystyrene-divinylbenzene
type. These are all stable, monofunctional, and contain strongly
basic quaternary ammonium ionogenic. groups. These include resins
(7l)which had been prepared in the laboratory by Boyland by
(73)the method of Pepper et al ., and commercially available 
resins; namely Deacidite-FF resins and Dowex 1x8 .
Before use the resins were conditioned to free them of 
any contaminants. They were first washed by decantation and 
then transferred to a column where they were backwashed with 
deionised water to release insoluble material of lower density 
than the resin. They were then converted to the nitrate and 
then back to the chloride form by treatment with nitric and 
hydrochloric acids (3*0• They were then thoroughly washed and 
backwashed with deionised water and hydrochloric acid was 
passed through again to ensure complete conversion to the 
chloride form. Once again deionised water was passed through 
until the effluent (25ml) showed no milkiness with the addi­
tion of several drops of silver nitrate. The resins were then 
collected in a Buchner funnel under suction, air dried over a 
warm oven, and stored over saturated calcium nitrate in a 
dessicator, thus providing a constant humidity environment 
of 50i° This ensured that the water contents of the resins
would remain constant. For the preparation of resins in other 
forms the appropriate sodium salt was passed through the 
column instead of hydrochloric acid.
3:2 Resin characteristics 
(a) Water regain values
In the preparation of anion exchange resins there is the 
possibility of additional cross-links being introduced into the 
resin matrix during the chloromethyiation reaction, this being 
undesirable as the most regularly cross-linked resins possible 
are required for the ion exchange equilibrium studies. The 
matrix, being elastic, can swell by taking up solvent, this 
swelling being proportional to the amount of cross-linking; 
therefore an.estimate of the cross-linking can be obtained by 
using the water regain characteristics.
The water regain value was determined by talcing a. known 
weight of resin (lg) and placing it in a preweighed glass tube 
with' a sintered glass bottom. The resin was then allowed to 
swell in deionised water for one hour. After this time the water 
was allowed to drain from the tube, the top of the tube was 
covered with fparafilmf to prevent evaporation, and the tube 
plus resin were centrifuged for five minutes at 400g., to 
remove the surface water from the resin. The tube containing 
the swollen resin was weighed, and then dried to constant 
weight at 105°G. The water regain value was calculated from 
the equation,
Water regain =(weight of adsorbed water)/(weight dry resin)
(3:2:1)
The results obtained by this method agreed to 
within + 1%.
(75)Scatchard and Anderson ^ have shown that the average 
weight of surface water retained by unit weight of glass beads
is 0.0174 at 425g» and from their results it appears that,for 
lcc of Dowex 1x8 resin,approximately 4$ of the surface water 
is retained under the same conditions used in this work.- 
M  Water content
The water content of a fully swollen resin may be 
defined as the amount of free water (moles) in one equivalent 
of resin. The resin in the desired form and of known-total 
weight capacity ( w eq.) was again fully swollen in water and 
centrifuged at 400g. as described above. The resin was then 
weighed and dried to constant weight at 105°C. The loss in 
weight (m g.) was calculated and the water content obtained 
from m/l8w moles/equiv. In certain cases where it was uncertain 
whether the resin form would remain stable (i.e., would only 
lose water) at 105°C., the experiment was carried out by using 
a thermogravimetric balance so that the results could be 
recorded. In this way further loss of weight was observed at 
temperatures between 105°C and 300°C. This was due to the 
release of water of hydration.
(c) Wet volume capacity
The wet volume capacity $ of the resin in the chloride 
form may be defined as the number of equivalents of exchangeable 
chloride ions per litre of the swollen resin.
The wet volume capacities of the resins in the chloride 
form were determined at three sodium chloride concentrations 
(0.05W, 0.1N, and O.25N), because the volume of the swollen 
resin is dependent on the composition of the electrolyte in 
which it is swollen.
An accurately weighed amount of resin (Xg.) was placed
in a preweighed *water regain1 tube and allowed, to swell in the 
appropriate sodium chloride solution overnight. After this the 
solution was allowed to drain from the tube and the top of the 
tube was covered with parafilm and centrifuged at 400g. The 
tube containing the swollen resin was weighed and the weight 
of the swollen resin (Yg.) was calculated. The resin was then 
carefully transferred quantitatively to a density bottle which 
was then filled to the mark with the same sodium chloride sol­
ution which had been used: for the swelling. The density bottle 
with its contents was weighed (Mg.). The weight of the density 
bottle filled to the mark with only the sodium chloride sol­
ution (m g.) was taken. The volume of the swollen resin (V ml.) 
was calculated from the expression
V = (m + Y - M)/s (3:2:3)
where s is the density of the solution.
The volume capacity 0 was then calculated from the 
expression
$  = W.x/v m.eq/ml (3:2:4)
where W is the weight capacity of the resin.
The results obtained for duplicates agreed to within 
+lfo . The overall result was subject to the approximately 
4$ error due to retention of surface water by the resin beads • 
(a) Weight capacity
This is defined as the number of milliequivalents of
exchangeable chloride ions per gram of dry resin. The resin 
(o.5g). in the chloride form, was placed in a 50ml conical 
beaker. Deionised water (25ml) and sodium nitrate (2g) were 
added and the mixture was stirred thoroughly and then titrated 
potentiometrically against standard silver nitrate solution.
For the resin in the oxalate form the oxalate was determined 
by potentiometric titration against standard alkali. The 
capacity W was calculated as follows
VJ = V.X./m m.eq,./g (3:2:
where V is the volume of titrant, X the normality of titrant,
and m is the weight of the resin (stored at 50% humidity).
3:3 Equilibrium experiments
The equilibrium experiments were carried out for a
series of resins of different cross-linking with several
anions, both univalent and bivalent. Some of these experiments
were carried out at three different total ionic concentrations
and at various temperatures.
The compounds used throughout this were ANALAB grade
wherever possible. In the case of some of the organic acid
salts these were purified by recrystallisation from
ethanol/water mixtures. The sodium valerate and sodium caproate
were prepared by neutralisation of the acids with sodium
(23)
hydroxide pellets ; the sodium tere-phthalate being 
prepared in the same way.
The method used throughout this work wa's the static 
batch method. A number of solutions were prepared (Table 10 ,
Appendix l), such that the total equivalent concentration 
remained constant, in 25ml conical flasks with stoppers. The 
resin (o.lg.) was accurately weighed into each flask and allowed 
to equilibrate, with occasional shaking, for twelve hours in a 
water bath . The temperature of the water bath was controlled 
to within + 0,1°C. After equilibration the flasks were well 
shaken to ensure that any condensation which had formed was 
incorporated into the solution. The solutions were then sep­
arated from the resins by careful use of a clean dry pipette. 
Aliquots were taken from these solutions, at room temperature 
and analysed for chloride and also, in some cases, initially 
for the exchanging ion$ hence the equivalent ionic fraction 
of chloride ion in the external solution, Xq*^ » was calculated.
The equivalent ionic fraction of chloride ion in the resin 
was calculated from the relation.
XC1 = f 'I - (Cle - Cipi/q (3:3:1)
where q is the number of equivalents of chloride ion in the 
resin sample, Cl^ is the number of equivalents of chloride ion 
in the prepared (initial) solution, and Cl^ is the number of 
equivalents of chloride ion in the external solution at 
equilibrium.
In the case of the bivalent organic acid anions both 
of the component solutions of the mixtures were made up to 
pH 9, with the addition of a little sodium hydroxide solution, 
thus ensuring complete dissociation of the acids.
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3:4 Analytical methods
Most of the analyses in this work were determined hy 
potentiometric titration methods, carried out with the use of 
a Radiometer automatic titrimeter assembly which consisted of 
a titrator (automatic control unit) plus a pH meter and an 
automatic burette, connected to a chart recorder (Fig.l). The 
equivalence point being found at the point of inflection of the 
recorded titration curve.
In the case of the halides, mainly the chloride ion, 
a silver/mercurous sulphate electrode combination was used with 
silver nitrate (O.IN) as the titrant. The titrations were per­
formed in a solution of sulphuric acid (approx.1*5*0 • the
case of the acids and hydroxyl ion a glass/calomel electrode 
combination was used; the titrations being carried out in 
distilled water with standard acid or base titrant as required.
In the case of the bivalent acid mixtures the oxalate 
was determined by titration with standard potassium permang­
anate solution 
3:5 Calorimetry
The calorimetric measurements were carried out in order 
to determine accurate values for the enthalpy of exchange for 
the ion exchange reactions and as a check on the values obtained 
from the equilibrium experiments.
The apparatus used in this work is a constant temperature 
environment non-isothermal calorimeter, the temperature changes 
being determined through resistance measurements using a 
thermistor bridge. The calorimeter (Fig.2) and its associated
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electrical circuitry (Figs. 3,4) have been fully described 1
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and only a brief account is given here.
The calorimeter itself consists of a thin walled pyrex 
reaction vessel, A, of 100ml capacity attached, by means'of 
araldite, to the lid of a chromium plated brass jacket B. A 
watertight seal was obtained between the lid and brass jacket 
by using an T0 f ring and a threaded metal retaining ring. From 
the bottom of the reaction vessel a stout pin protrudes 
symmetrically upwards. The stirring assembly consisted of a 
gold combined stirrer and ampoule holder which was connected 
to the stirring shaft, via a teflon coupling, in such a way 
that the stirrer could be lowered and the ampoule broken 
on the glass pin, without interrupting the stirring. The 
ampoule (l*5 x l.Ocra) was so constructed that the two flat 
ends, of thin glass broke easily, so that the main body 
of the ampoule remained undisturbed in the holder after 
breaking, thus reducing the possibility of extra heat effects. 
The stirrer speed was at such a rate ( approx. 600rpm.) that 
thermal equilibrium was quickly attained whilst the heat of 
"stirring was at a minimum. At the sides of the reaction 
vessel were two glass pockets and ; one containing 
a heating coil submerged in transformer oil and the other con­
taining a thermistor (Stantel type F2311/300) also immersed 
in transformer oil. These were connected to the external cir­
cuitry by means of a five pin cannon plug.. The calorimeter in 
its brass jacket was completely immersed in a thermostat bath 
in which the temperature was controlled to 25°C + 0.001°C by 
means of a TROIIAC precision thermostat. The bath temperature 
was measured by a mercury in glass thermometer calibrated in
hundredths, of a degree.
The thermistor, R^ (Fig.3), was incorporated into a 
Wheatstone type "bridge circuit, therefore enabling the resis­
tance of the thermistor and thus, indirectly, the temperature 
inside the calorimeter reaction vessel to be measured. Res­
istors R^ and R^ were lOOjft Croydon substandards and R^ was a 
precision six dial decade resistance box (Croydon type R.B.6).
The bridge current was supplied by a 2volt accumulator adjusted 
to 250 microamps by an external 10K ohm variable series resistor. 
The detector was a Kiethley microvoltmeter operating on the 
30 microvolt f. s.d. range.
The heating element was constructed as a formerless non
inductively wound coil of enamelled Karma wire and was connected
to the calibration unit by enamelled copper leads. The current
through the heater was adjusted by means of an external variable
series resistance Rg (Fig.4). A stabilised 20 volt D.C. power
supply provided a steady current through a dummy heater Rjj,
equal in resistance to that of the calibration heater. On closing
the double pole switch the current was diverted through the
heater and simultaneously a hundredth second transistorised
timer was started. The exact current flowing through the heater
was determined by measuring the potential drop across a 100n
standard resistance, R , in series with the heater.s7
(a) Water calibration procedure
The calorimeter vessel was. filled with water (100ml) 
and the temperature brought to just under 25°C, it was then 
sealed in its brass jacket and immersed in the 25°C thermostat 
and the stirrer switched on. After leaving for fifteen minutes»
to allow equilibrium to "be established, a split second stop­
watch was started. Readings of thermistor resistance ,R^ , and
5
time (t) were taken at 0*02iiresistance intervals by noting the
time that the galvanometer passed through the null point* This,
pre-rating resistance-time curve, was plotted over a five
minute period from t = 0 to t = h  (Fig.5)* At the preselected
time, t^, the heater current was switched on and the potential
drop across the standard resistance R was measured and recorded*s
A few values of thermistor resistance were taken during the 
heating period* At the time, t^, the calibration current was 
switched off and a post-rating resistance-time curve was 
plotted for a further five minutes* The heating time, recorded 
with the electronic relay operated stop-clock, was noted. A plot 
of resistance against time was drawn (Fig.5).
The total heat capacity, e , of the calorimeter may be 
defined as the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature 
of the calorimeter by one degree. Therefore it follows that 
Q t= s A0 where Q, is the total heat generated and A0 is the 
■corrected* temperature change. This method of determining the
(7C
Corrected* temperature change was first suggested by Dickenson '
This is a graphical method which is very suitable for very fast
reactions and calibrations where the length of the main reaction
period is approximately five minutes. In this method a time tffi
was found (Fig.5) to which both the pre-rating and post-rating
curves were extrapolated such that the shaded areas A and B were
equal. For the water calibration t = 0.5(t„ - t.). The correctedm i i .
temperature change was calculated from the ratio Ar/r^ where
AR = R. - R. and R « (R: + RJ/2 . 
i f m - i f '
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If,in the calibration, Q calories of electrical energyo
produces a Corrected* temperature change of A0 degrees in thec
calorimeter, then
and
now
( 3 :5 :1 )C V
Aec = ( | S ) o : 0 :5,2)
m
I2 ILj T
%  = 4.I84 oalori®s (3:5:3)
where the electrical energy was generated by a current, I, in 
the heater for T seconds and is the resistance of the 
calorimeter heater*
The current, I, was evaluated by measuring the pot­
ential drop, E, across the standard resistor, R • Therefores
E2 T Rjj
q   calories (315; 4)
0 4.184 R
. s
hence from equation (3:511)
£25 _ kTE wliere k = (3:5s 5)
c Rs
substitution of (3^5;2) into (3?555) gives the expression
This procedure provided a means of checking the func­
tioning, accuracy, and constancy of the complete calorimetric 
system,
(b) The chemical standard for reaction calorimeters
The accuracy of the calorimetric system just described 
was evaluated by the standard reaction proposed by Irving and 
Wadso^^.- This was the reaction of tris(hydroxymethyl)amino- 
ethane, (2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-l, 3-propane diol)•, designated 
TRAM., with aqueous hydrochloric acid,
HgN.C.CCHgOH) + H 0+ ----   H3N+C.(CH20H)3 + H20
o 2S
The recommended value for the enthalpy change at 25 C, ^pJjAM 9 
at a concentration of 0.5g/lOOml.HCl(0.1M) is 
-29,720 +4 joules/mole.
This reaction was chosen as a standard reaction for 
several reasons, mainly because it is easy to purify the 
THAM by a few recrystallisations and because it has well def­
ined thermochemical properties. It is also convenient to work 
with and has a very low differential heat of dilution.
An accurate calorimetric determination of an enthalpy 
change is by its nature always comparative, the heat effect 
observed at the time of the reaction experiment, being 
compared with that observed when a known amount of heat is 
evolved in the same calorimetric system. The calibration 
energy being supplied, in this case, by electrical heating. 
Ideally the reaction and calibration experiments should give 
identical time-temperature curves, however in practice it is
not always possible or practical. Instead use is made of a 
proportionality factor, the calibration constant £ •  There are 
therefore two processes involved in each enthalpy measurement,
(1) The measurement of the temperature (resistance) 
change produced by a known chemical reaction in the calorimeter 
where
V  = 6 A6b (3:5:7)
and . ' ' '
ah = Vn . (3:5:8)
where .0^  and 0^.^ , ere the total heat and ‘corrected* temperature 
change respectively for the reaction and n is the number of 
moles of the component,
(2) The reproduction, in the same system, of, as 
nearly as- possible, the same temperature change by a known 
amount of electrical energy. Thus by using (3:5*1)'viz,,
Q r: SAG
c c
a value of e may be evaluated and by substitution into (3r5:T)
Qg,, and hence AH, for the reaction may be determined.
THAM (0.5g.) was accurately weighed on a serai-micro 
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balance to +1 x 10 ^g., in a cylindrically shaped glass ampoule 
(l,0 x 1.5cm), so constructed that the ’flat* ends were 
especially thin and thus easy to break. The small opening in 
the side of the ampoule was then sealed with a small rubber 
plug and sealed with wax. ‘
The calorimeter was filled with 0.1M HCl(lOOml) and 
the stirrer, holding the sealed ampoule, was put into position. 
The temperature was brought to just under 25°C, the calorimeter 
was sealed into its jacket, and the whole assembly was immersed 
in the 25°C thermostat with the stirrer switched on. After equi­
librium had been attained (approx, 15mins.), a pre-rating 
resistance-time curve was plotted, in the same manner as desc­
ribed for the water calibration experiment, for five minutes. At 
time t^, the stirrer shaft was lowered and the ampoule broken, 
without interrupting the stirring. Readings of resistance and 
time were continued as quickly as possible and, after equili­
bration (approx. 2mins.), readings were continued for five 
minutes to obtain a post-rating curve.
The reaction products were then cooled down to the 
initial temperature and the system calibrated electrically, 
the procedure being the same as that described for the water 
calibration. The amount and time of heating were chosen so as 
to duplicate, as nearly as possible, the resistance-time curve 
which had been obtained for the reaction. In this case a 
current of 60mA for four minutes was satisfactory, a high 
current being chosen because the THAM reaction was very fast.
The weight of THAM used was corrected to vacuum . The enth­
alpy change was calculated as follows. The calibration constant 
8 , was calculated from equation (3*5*6) and the value obtained 
was substituted into equation (3*5:7) from which Q^, the total 
heat evolved during the reaction, was calculated. The enthalpy 
was then evaluated by using equation (3*5:^). A typical reaction 
and calibration resistance time plot is shown (Fig.6).
(c) Ion exchange reactions
The enthalpies of the ion exchange reactions were det­
ermined by.the same comparison method. The total heat, of.
a reaction when a Cl form resin is placed in a solution con- 
taining NaB ions is given by
' AHt = AH° + (3:5:9)
where AH f the heat of swelling of the resin, was determined s
separately on the assumption that the value was the same for 
equimolar solutions. It is implicit that the heat of mixing of
Z**solutions of NaCl and NaB is small. Most of the reactions 
were carried out with decinormal solutions but some were 
carried out at O0O5N and O.25N,
The ampoules were filled with resin(0.5g.), which had 
been stored.at O^ffo humidity, in the chloride form. First the 
heat of swelling was determined by allowing the resin to 
equilibrate with a solution of NaCl(100ml) of the required 
normality.The total heat of exchange, AH^, was determined 
when the resin(0.5g.) was allowed to equilibrate with a sol­
ution of NaBz (100ml), also of the required normality. The 
heat of exchange, AH°, was calculated from (3i5:9)* Most 
reactions were repeated three times and the average value was 
taken. The heats of swelling of the resins were redetermined 
before each new series of reactions.
After each reaction an aliquot of the solution was 
taken and analysed for chloride, to determine the amount of 
exchange which had occurred. The results were extrapolated to 
lOO^ o exchange to give a comparable set of results.
S E C T IO N  4
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4:1 Results
(a) Resin characteristics
These are set out in Table 1, all values shown being 
average values of some three or four determinations. All these 
constants were determined for the chloride form resin which had 
been stored at Q^ffo humidity. The water contents, N j. for the 
different forms of resins N5 and RT9 are shown in Table 2.
(b) Isotherms
The isothermal plots of X^ against X^, the equivalent 
ionic fractions of the -chloride ion in the resin and external 
solution respectively, are shown in Figures 7 - 16 for most of 
the exchange systems studied in this work. These are mostly 
sigmoidal in shape and show the different selectivity patterns 
and the effects of such factors as temperature and cross-linking 
on the resin selectivities.
In the determination of X^ and was assumed that
the water content of the resin did not change appreciably. In 
most cases the chloride ion was determined by potentiometrie 
titration with silver nitrate and the exchanging Bz ion was 
initially determined by a suitable method, but eventually the 
B ions were estimated by difference because the chloride ion 
could be determined with sufficient accuracy to justify this.
The isotherms apart from being useful illustrations 
of the selectivity patterns also provide a useful means of 
evaluating the separation factor a (l:l:3).
(°) Selectivity plots
The experimental data obtained from the equilibrium 
experiments are shown in Tables 11 to 101 in Appendix 1. In
TABLE 1 RESIN CHARACTERISTICS
(Resin in chloride form stored at O^fo humidity)
RESIN
*
N5 . N94' +N19+ N 28"1*4* N39
W eight
c a p a c ity
e q /%
2.79 3.89 3 .1 0 3.54 3 .4 4 ;
Volume O.O5N 2 .40
“
1.13
c a p a c ity  0.10N 2.04 2 .84 1 .44 1 .3 1 ’ 1 .13
in  NaClaq O .25N 
e q / l
2.91 1.19
Water
re g a in  va lue
Oe^l O.85 1.87 2 .7  6 3.92
Water
co n te n t 12*56 10.15
m oles/eq
Heats o f  0 . 05N - I .09 11.99
s w e llin g  OelON -2 .3 7 . .-1.23 1 .83 7 .24 11 .1 8
in  NaClaq. 0 . 25N 
j / g
• -1 .3 3
10 .2 0
* Dowex 1x8 
+ Deacidite-FP
(7l)*M* Made by Boyland
TABLE 2
re s in  form
HATER CONTENTS (m oles/ea) 298°K
U n iv a le n t B iv a le n t re s in  form
ANION RESIN ANION RESIN
N5 N9 N9
CIO “  
4
5*60 2-SO,4 11.39
SCN“ .7.06. O xa la te IO .85
I " 7*85 6 .9 8 Malonate 10.79
Br 9*83 8.53 Succinate 10.81
N°3~ 10.27 9 .6 8 Maleate 10 . 86;
c i ° 3-  • 10 .06 Fumarate 10 .52
Br ° 3-  ' 12.42 P h th a la te 10 . 09 .
ec° 3- 14.46 te re -P h th a la te 9 .60
W 15*46 9.93
H P of“
4 11.75
I 0 3_ 15.64
0H“ 16 .81 .
Formate 15.17 12.41
A ce ta te 15.15 11 .62
P rop iona te  15*52 11 ..85
B u ty ra te 14.54 11.65
V a le ra te 13.92 11.61
Caproate 12.39 11.59
Benzoate 12 .56 10 .00
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general the results show that the plots of In l - o  f A^ f B  ^ a Sa i n s t  
A
X^ for the uni-univalent exchange reactions are linear, as 
expected from the theory (2:1:13), vrtiereas the plots for'the 
uni-bivalent reactions were curved* Therefore, an empirical 
correction factor (2:2:l), to allow for the effects of non- 
uniformity of cross-linking, was introduced and found to be 
successful. Typical selectivity plots for uni-univalent and uni- 
bivalent reactions are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The fact 
that the correction factor was needed for the Uni-bivalent 
exchange plots may be due to steric factors associated with the 
orientation of the bivalent groups with respect to the exchange 
sites.
These selectivity plots were calculated from the isoth­
erm data by means of an ALGOL computer program (Appendix -2),"the 
intercepts and slopes being calculated by the method of least 
squares which was incorporated in the program. The plot's were 
inspected visually and sometimes it proved necessary to ignore 
one or two points at either very high or very low X^ values; 
corresponding to the regions where only a very small amount of 
chloride was being analysed or where a small difference between 
two relatively large amounts was being analysed. In both these 
regions a very small error in X^ can lead to a significantly
large error in In K® , particularly with uni-bivalent exchange.
CA .
These omissions were found to be particularly necessary with the.
exchange processes at O.O5N and 0.25N.
The appropriate values of ln(0/c)were subtracted from 
the intercepts at ~ 0 in order to obtain values of lnK^ from 
which values of Ag° were calculated. Values of w, the interaction
energy, were calculated from the slopes. The values of these 
parameters are shown in Tables 3 - 6  and will be discussed in 
due course. *
.(d) van*t Hoff isochore
The van*t Hoff isochore plots were obtained by plotting 
lnlCfp against l/T°K for the various exchange reactions. All. of 
the plots are linear and a typical example is shown in Figure 19« 
The slopes were calculated using a variable least squares 
program and the values of the enthalpy of exchange, AH°^oJ were 
obtained from these slopes. The results are shown in Table 7» 
together with some calorimetrically determined enthalpies of 
exchange. These results are discussed below.
(e) Calorimetric results
The standard enthalpy of exchange, AH°, was calculated 
from equation (3:5:9) viz.,
^  « ah° T + aht CAL s
where the heat of swelling, AH^, is subtracted from the total 
heat of exchange, AH^. The.heats of swelling are shown in Table 1 
for the different resins and the different electrolyte concen­
trations. The values of AH^-^ are shown together with the other 
thermodynamic data in Tables 3 - 6 .  Some of the results are shown 
together with the corresponding enthalpies of exchange obtained
Ofrom the equilibrium experiments, AH^^Table 7)* The agreement 
between the values is generally very good, always bearing in mind 
that the values of AH°sq are subject to large errors (an error* 
of approximately 2$ in the value of lnK^/will lead to errors
(Tables 3 - 8  are on pages 82 - 87)
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of +0.6KJ in AH°s^). >
The accuracy and reproducibility of the reaction calor­
imeter was demonstrated by using the chemical standard as prev­
iously described (Section 3:5)* The latest accepted value for 
the TEAM standard is A H ^ am = -29,720 +4 -joules/mole. The value 
obtained in this work of -29,770 +6 joules/mole is in good 
agreement considering the relatively simple nature of the app­
aratus.
The results obtained for the heats of sitfelling (Table l) 
show that there is a definite relationship between the heat 
effect- when the resin is allowed to swell in a 0.1N solution 
of sodium chloride and the amount.of cross-linking (Figure 20).
The results show that the values are exothermic for resins of 
high cross-linking and endothermic for resins of low cross- 
linking and for resins of intermediate cross-linking there is 
little overall heat effect. It is also apparent that two proc­
esses are involved (Figures 21 - 24)* Initially, the water 
molecules penetrate the resin matrix and solvate both the fixed 
and counter ions resulting in an exothermic hydration process.
With the entrance of more .water molecules the resin matrix is 
forced to expand, and, as this involves doing work against the 
contracting forces of the resin matrix, the process is endo­
thermic. Therefore, for resins of high cross-linking such as N5» 
where there is little swelling, the observed heat effect is 
exothermic and due mainly to the hydration process (Figure 2l).
For resins of low cross-linking sUch as N28 and N39 the initial 
exothermic process is observed only very briefly (Figures 23 and 24) 
and is soon outweighed by. the endothermic heat effect due to
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the swelling process which is accentuated by the relative 
degree of expansion of the resin matrix. For resin N19 both the 
hydration and swelling processes are observed simultaneously 
(Figure 22) and result in very small overall heat effect.
Most of the exchange reactions observed were endothermic 
except for some uni-univalent reactions.with resins N5 and N9»
Typical resistance-time plots for each type of reaction are 
shown in Figures 25 and 26.
In order to check if, as expected, the reactions studied 
were reversible it was decided to measure the enthalpy of a 
reverse reaction; the reaction being that of chloride-oxalate exchange 
with resin N9 in the oxalate form. The result is shown in Table 5*
The magnitude of the enthalpy is the same, to within experimental 
error of the forward reaction. The overall accuracy of the 
calorimetric determination of the enthalpy of exchange was +1
(f) Standard entropy of exchange
The general thermodynamic relationship •
• AG° t= AH0 - TAS°
was employed in order to determine the values of the standard 
entropy of exchange, using values ^298 °^^a^ne(^  
equilibrium experiments carried out with 0.1N solutions and 
values of All0 q obtained calorimetrically* The values of 
so obtained are also shown in Tables 3 - 5 *  .The increase in 
entropy which occurs during an ion exchange reaction arises 
mainly from the entropy of mixing, it also includes the entropy, 
contributions resulting from the breaking up and formation of
TABLE 3 UNI—UNIVALEUT EXCHANGE 0.1N' 298°K
Resin 
in 01 form
Anion lnKT w
KJ1/ equiv
■ ^298
KJ/equiv
AH298 
KJ/equiv
AS°
298
j/equiv/°K
0104- 3.80 2.34 -10.07 -14. 20 -13.86
sew" 3.21 1.23 -8.03 7-14.00 . -2O.O5
1“ 2.11 0.10 -5*24 -12.80 -23.60
Br“ 1.45 0.09 “3.59 ‘ “4.26 -8.26
n °3- 1.47 0.11 “3.63 “5*67 -8.82
N5 C103- 0.71 1.09 -1.80 —3.68 0
Br°3- -0.12 -0.26 O.29 0.59 0.74
h c o3- -0.62 -O.55 1.55 3.59 8.61
H2P04" -0.87 0.83- 2.25 6.83. 15.40
I03_
-1.21 -O.57 3.01 7.28 14.31
0 H ” -1.70 0.72 6.90 7.29 1.30 ...
I" 2.21 0.43 “5-.47 -7.11 “5.50
N9
Br~ 1.36 0.55 -3.37 -3.02 1.17
h o3- 2.22 O.85 “5.49 -0.80 15.70
W
-0.87 0.90 2.16 5.53 11.30
■TABLE'4 UNI-UNIVALENT EXCHANGE 0.1N. 298°K
Hesin in 
Cl form
Anion InK^ to
KJ/equiv
AG298
KJ/equiv
AH2Q8 
KJ/equiv
AS°
298
J/equiv/°K
. Formate ■-1.54 0*14 3.82 6.25 8,16
A.cetate -2.04 0.23 5.05 9.85 16.12
Propionate -1.78 0.30 4.41 11.97 25.37
115 Butyrate -1.28 Oc 27 3.18 13.28 33.90
Valerate .-0.67 0.20 1.66 13.51 39.75
Caproate
■— i00•01 0.05 O.51 13.70 44.24
Benzoate 1.03 0.08 -2.55 5.14 25.81
Formate -1.32 1.75 3.27 6.99 12.48
Acetate -1.94 2.28 4.81 9.27 14.96
• Propionate “1.94 2.94 4.80 IO.69 19.76
N9 Butyrate -1.99 2.97 4.92 11.61 22.45
Valerate -1.92 2.63 4.75 12.01 24.36
Caproate -2.05 2.76 5.07 12.46 24.79
Benzoate -0.27 2.21 0.44 2.42 6.64
TABLE 5 UNI-BIVALENT EXCHANGE
Resin in Anion InKp w < 8 AH298*
AS°
, 298o
Cl” form KJ/equi v KJ/equi v KJ/equiv j/equiv/ K
Sulphate -1.93 O.89 2.44 6.52 13.67
Oxalate -2.17 0.46 2.69 7.21 15.16
Malonate -2.64 1.22 3.27 8.15 16.36
Succinate -2.87 1.92 3.55 9.01 18.33
N9 Maleate -2.31 0.91 2.87 7.54 15.67
Fumarate -1.76 0.90 2.18 7.78 18.78
Phthalate -1.89 1.09 2.34 7.98 18.95
tere- Phthalate -O.96 0.90 1.18 4*86 12.34
HPO^“ 
• 4
-3.56 2.03 4.41 8.11 12.44
LT9 Oxalate Chloride 7.22
form
Sulphate -1.12 0.35 1.39 5*31 _ 13.16
Oxalate -1.10 0.37 1.36 5*34 13.37
Malonate -1.38 0.50 1.71 6.14 14.88
N19 Succinate -1.64 0.56 2.04 6.78 15.92
Maleate -1.64 0.08 2.03 5.60 12.00
Fumarate -0.41 0.22 O.51 5.04 15.19
Phthalate -0.62 0.05 0.77 5.85 17.04
Sulphate -1.02 0.27 1.26 5*24 13.35
Oxalate -0.97 0.28 1.20 5*33 13.88
Malonate -1.08 0.24 1.34 6.15 16.14
N28 Succinate -1.24 0.38 1.53 6.78 17.61
Maleate -O.84 -0.01 I.04 . 5*59 15.27
Fumarate -0.28 -0.10 0.35 5.00 15«6l
Phthalate -0.17 -0.05 0.21 5*83 I8.84
Sulphate -O.87 0.11 1.08 ■4.85 12.64
Oxalate -0.75 0.24 O.93 4*94 13.43
Malonate -0.71 0.17 0.88 6.05 17.37
N39 Succinate -0.59 0.35 0.73 .6.7.1 20.07
Maleate -0.62 -0.08 0.77 5.55 16.06
Fumarate -0.12 -0.13 0.14 4.98 16.23
Phthalate 0.02 -0.05 -0.03 5*71 19.26 .
TABLE 6 UNI-BIVALENT EXCHANGE
RESIN Concen- Sulphate Oxalate Malonate Succinate
tration
0.05N 0.27 0.47 1.12 1.57
N9 w 
Kj/eq-
0. ION 0.44 0.46 1.22 1.92
O.25N O.64 . 0.62 2. 20 2.20
0.05N 2.87 2.89 . 3.86 3.80
N9 . AG° 
Kj/eq
0. ION 2.44 2.69 3.27 3.55
0.25N 2.69 2.71 3.72 3.51
O.O5N 6.57 7.19 8.21 9*07
N9 AH0 0.ION 6.52 7.21 8.15 9.01
Kj/eq
O.25N 6.50 7.15 8.18 9.O5
0.05N 0.10 0.19 ; 0.16 0.16
N39 w 
Kj/eq
0. ION 0.11 0.24 0.17 0.35
0.25N 0.15 0.27 0.34 0.47
0.05N 1.05 0.77 1.12 0.68
N39 AG° 0. ION 1.08 O.93 0.88 0.73
Kj/eq
. 0.25N 0.99 O.74 O.90 O.89
0.05N 4.79 4.89 6.14 6.73
N39 ' AH0 0. ION 4.85 4.94 6.05 6.71
Kj/eq
0.25N .4.80 4.90 6.11 6.75
TABLE 7
THE EFFECT OT TEMPERATURE ON w AND AG° AND THE COMPARISON
OF.THE RESULTS OBTAINED FOR AH° FROM EQUILIBRIUM EXPERIMENTS 
WITH THOSE OBTAINED CALORIMETRICALLY AT O.IN
Resin in 
Cl form Anion T°K
to
Kj/eq
Aap
Kj/eq
ahp^  ahp tISOT/.T / CAL 
KJ/eq
288 I.05 -2.O5
C103 298
308
1.09
1.05
-1.80
-1.59
' -4.7 -4.26
288 -0.25 0.34
„-X-
Br°3 298 -0© 26 0.29 0.8 O.59
N5.
308 -Oo 23 0.23
288 -O.56 3.18
I03
298
308
-0*57
-0.60
3.01
2.85
7.9 7.28
288 -O.56 ; 1.-59-
i5CC3
298
308
-O.55
-O.56
1.55
1.-49
3.1 3.59
288 0.44 2.75
298 0.46 2.69
N9 0 of* 
2 4 308
318
328
0.41
0.45
0.39
■2.53
2.35 
2.22
7.0 7.21
+
S°2~
4 6.38 6.60
* Equilibrium experiments carried out by Dr. J. Inczedy . 
+ Boyland^"^
TABLE 8
Anion a  .(72)a
parent
acid
j“(72) -Ag°h
(80)_iHo(80)_
h.
—  Kcal/mole
c«o(80)
h r A°(28> c rH.A<
1
SClf 0* 86 74 2.12
Cl04~ -10 67.4 50 56.3 13.3! 2.92 2.43
1“ -iO 7 6.8 59 70.5 13.6 . 2.16 2.04
Br~ -9 78.14 68 80.3 18.9 1.95 2.42
o
L>J
I
-1.4 71.46 69 . 74 16.9 2.64 2.23
C10i . -1 64.6 63 69 19.0 2.88 2.56
BrO~ 55.7 67 74 22.2 3.08 • 2.72
H C 0 3"
6.38 84 91 22.5
I°3 0.8 40.5 7.8 81 3.30 3.27
OH” _-24 111 110 37.6 1.76 3.18
Formate 3.75 54.6 92 99 25
Acetate 4.76 40.9 101 • 2.96
Propionate 4*86 35.8
Butyrate 4.84 32.6
Valerate 4.84
Caproate 4.83
Benzoate 4.19
solvation sheaths as the exchange takes place and the configur­
ational entropy of the resin matrix which may he changed during 
the swelling process. A loss in entropy would also he expected 
when the resin matrix is stretched and made less random. Thus, 
if B is unchanged, other entropy effects remaining substantially 
constant, then a decrease in entropy with decrease in cross- 
linking would he expected. This trend is followed for oxalate 
and sulphate exchange hut is not.observed-with malonate and 
succinate. However, due to the many contributions to the overall 
entropy change, the interpretation of these results can only he 
speculative. .
4:2 General Discussion
The results for the uni-univalent and uni-bivalent exch­
anges are discussed in more detail below, hut it is convenient at 
this stage to make some general observations.
(a) Free energy change and selectivity
From inspection of the isotherms and the values for the 
free energies of exchange it is apparent that there is a rela­
tionship 'between the free energy of exchange and the selectivity 
order. Also from inspection of Table 6 it is apparent that the 
free energy remains constant, within experimental error, over the 
range of three electrolyte concentrations which have been studied. 
The effect of concentration on selectivity is shown in Figure 14 
and it can be seen that the selectivity effect of the exchanging 
ion is enhanced by dilution of the external aqueous^as expected (l: 2
(b) Enthalpy change
It is also clear that a relationship exists between the 
selectivity and the enthalpy of exchange. The enthalpy values
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(Tables 3 - 5) range from the exothermic values obtained with the 
highly preferred perchlorate ion exchanging with chloride on resin 
■N5- f° endothermic values obtained with hydroxide exchange vdth 
the same resin and the univalent fatty acids with both resins N5 
and N9* If is important to realise, however, that the enthalpy of 
a reaction alone never decides whether that reaction is favoured, 
but rather the combination of enthalpy and entropy changes. The 
enthalpy values obtained for the reactions carried out at diff­
erent electrolyte concentrations (Table 6) are the same, to within 
experimental error. Also, as mentioned previously, there is good 
agreement between the enthalpy values obtained calorimetrically, 
AH^if, and those obtained from equilibrium experiments,
(Table 7)* ‘This provides valuable support for the theoretical 
model used.
(c) Interaction energy, to
The value of «, the interaction energy associated with 
placing two Bz ions on adjacent sites, increases slightly with 
increasing electrolyte concentration for the lightly cross-linked 
resin N39 (Figure 27), and sharply for the tightly cross-linked 
resin 119* This increase in co with concentration may be linked to 
the greater need for solvation of the ions as the i^ ater activity 
of the external aqueous phase decreases; this "solvation” being 
provided by ion-pairing with the fixed resin group. The values of 
co obtained with resin N9 were unexpectedly high and proved to be 
very sensitive; a possible cause for this is discussed later.
It is also apparent that, as the water content of the resin
-K- ’
increases, so co increases (Figures 28 and 29); this may be due
(16 ^
to a mechanical ’Gregor type swelling pressure effect’ . There 
(during the exchange reaction)
FIG.28*
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are, however, notable exceptions; namely perchlorate, thiocyanate, 
and chlorate with resin N5 and benzoate with resin N9« All of 
these Exceptions* show very high w values whilst the ions con­
cerned are highly preferred by the resin and show a decrease in 
water content, relative to the chloride form of the respective 
resin. It may be, particularly in the perchlorate and thiocyanate 
cases, that the water is squeezed out of the resin by the highly 
preferred entering ions which are forced into close proximity 
with the resin fixed group due to a *water enforced ion-pairing 
e f f e c t * w h i c h  is discussed later. Thus the resin would appear 
to be in a state of higher cross-linking and high m values would 
therefore result. If the results in Figures 28 and 29 are corr­
ected for the different anion size, by dividing the water content 
by the respective crystal radii, (Table 8), then the
relationship shown in Figure 30 is observed. This relationship 
together with these selectivities and their possible causes are 
discussed below in Section 4;3#
In some cases negative w values have been obtained. In the 
case of fumarate and phthalate with resin N28 and fumarate, phthalate, 
and maleate with resin N39 (Table 5). these values may be attri­
butable to experimental error, as the values of w are generally 
very small for these resins. Also for these anions there are 
obviously some side effects arising from London dispersion forces 
between the unsaturated or aromatic group and the resin matrix.
For Bi'O^  , , and 10^ with resin N5 however, it is difficult
to attribute these results to experimental error, especially when 
the same 10 values are observed in each case at three different 
temperatures (Table 7)* The negative values of w are probably
due to the fact that the close-packing of these ions within the 
resin gives rise to less expenditure of energy than with the 
chloride (reference) ion.
(a) Effects of changes in temperature
The temperature dependence of the equilibria is related 
to the standard enthalpy of the reaction. Reactions occurring 
with the evolution of heat are not favoured at high temperatures 
whereas endothermic reactions are. This is shown in the results 
in Table 7 for both some uni-univalent and uni-bivalent exchange 
processes. It is also expected that the hydration of the ions 
will be decreased at elevated temperatures and this may well play 
a part in the increased preference for the ion over the chloride 
ion. It can also be seen in Table 7 that w remains constant, 
within experimental error, over the temperature range shown.
(e) Sorption of unsaturated ions
It is also apparent that a marked preference for the 
aromatic species is shown (Figures 15 and 16), and, to a lesser 
extent, for those species containing a double bond. This may be 
due to the London dispersion forces-which have already been 
mentioned. 1
4:3 Uni-univalent exchange 
(a) Free energy change-and selectivity
The values of the free energy changes, which reflect the 
orders of selectivity that are apparent from Figures 7 and 8,are 
shown, together with other relevant thermodynamic data in Table 3. 
It is apparent from these data that in the case of resin M'5 the 
preference for chloride is reduced or for the exchanging ion is 
enhanced as compared with resin N9 for each exchanging system.
FIG.31.
VARIATION OF THE FREE ENERGY OF EXCHANGE (AG^g) 
WITH HYDRATED IONIC RADIUS (r^ )
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Although the point will he discussed in more detail below, it is 
worth noting that, contrary to what might be expected, the values 
of the interaction energy, w, are higher for the resin of lower 
cross-linking, N9, than for the one of higher* cross-linking, N5* As 
will be seen (Section 4*3c) this is attributed to the much higher 
capacity of resin N9 which leads to a high internal concentration 
(Table l), or a 'close-packed* ionic situation. This situation may 
account for some differences in selectivities, but, as will be 
discussed below, the role of solvent-solute interactions in both 
the external and resin aqueous phases must also be taken into 
account.
It is now.possible to attempt to correlate the selectivity 
orders obtained with some of the factors which have been considered 
in Section 1. The fact that although the correlation between select­
ivity and hydrated ionic radius, is a good one for certain series 
of cation exchange reactions, it is completely lacking in the case 
of anion exchange reactions is well illustrated in Figure 31. The 
values used for the hydrated ionic radii used are shown in Table 8. 
A further indication of the size of the hydrated ion is given by 
its ionic mobility in solution (Table 8), but these too fail to 
show any clear correlation with the observed selectivity orders.
The results show also that the selectivity cannot be explained
in terms of the polarisability of the anion.
(23 24)The theory proposed by Chu et al ' •» relates the
selectivity to the differences in the hydration tendencies of 
exchanging ions in the external aqueous phase; the less highly 
hydrated and larger ions being preferentially pushed by the ext­
ernal water structure into the resin phase, and the more highly
hydrated and smaller ions preferentially solvating in the dilute 
aqueous phase. An indication of the ion's interaction with water, 
at. least for ions of similar size and structure, is given by the 
strength of the hydrolysis of the anion or the strength of the 
parent acid (Table 8). Several correct orders are predicted by 
this approach. These authors also postulate a type of 'water, 
structure enforced ion-pairing’ which particularly applies to 
the larger, less highly hydrated ions I , CIO^ , and SCItf . Even 
though the water in the resin phase is considered to be less 
structured, due to the confines of the resin*matrix, it will still 
retain some degree of structure and it is thought that this water, 
in an effort to.reject the large hydrophobic species, will push 
them up against the fixed quaternary ammonium group and also up 
against other counter ions. This type of ion-pairing may i^ ell also 
be responsible for the high 07 values observed, particularly for 
C104“ and SClf.
In the case of the univalent fatty acid series the charge 
is concentrated on the carboxylate group, and so this group is the 
principle scource of hydration for these ions, also they are all 
derived from weak acids of the same strength and so the hydration 
effects of the carboxylate group in each case should be comparable, 
leaving primarily their size as a selectivity factor. The results 
are shown for resins N5 and IJ9 in Table 4* The selectivity order 
for resin N5 (Figure 9)» can be explained in terms of the disruptive 
effects of the carbon tails on the water structure in the dilute
(22)aqueous phase (the so-called freezing out or iceberg effect) • 
These ions are considered to have an overall disruptive effect on 
the water structure due to the interference of the large non-polar
A COMPARISON OF THE'HEATS OF EXCHANGE (AH^g) FOR THE 
UNIVALENT ORGANIC ACID ANION/ SERIES DISPLACING Cl” ION 
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carbon tails, the longer the tail the greater the disruption.
Because of this disruption these ions are therefore pushed into 
the less structured water in the resin phase. The ions valerate 
and caproate are indeed the most preferred for resin H5. If one 
considers the expected thermodynamic trends when a hydrocarbon 
moves from a highly structured solvent to a less structured 
solvent, as is here the case, Ag would be expected to favour the 
reaction and therefore a negative trend would be expected, AH would 
be expected to be slightly positive because bonds are being 
broken and As would be expected to be highly positive. If in 
respect of the data in Table 4* for resin N5 at least, the acetate 
ion is regarded as the reference ion, then it can be seen that 
when going along the series to the valerate or caproate ions all 
these trends are in fact observed. The enthalpy changes are plotted 
against the number of carbon atoms in the molecule (Figure 32). The 
enthalpy changes for resin N5 are higher probably because of the 
tighter cross-linking. On the basis of the arguments just presented 
the formate ion, which is preferred to the acetate, propionate, and 
butyrate ions, should be least preferred but it is not. This may 
be explained by the fact that this ion is derived from a.weaker 
acid than acetate, and is therefore not held strongly in the aqueous 
phase. In the case of resin N9 the formate ion is preferred to all 
the others, except of course benzoate. There is in fact little 
distinction in the selectivity orders (Figure 10) for the ions 
going from acetate to caproate. This may be due to the fact that 
resin N9 is less highly cross-linked than resin N5 (Figure 11) and 
therefore the water phase in'.resin N9 is not sufficiently dis­
rupted; in other words it is not sufficiently unlike the external
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aqueous-phase. (This may also account for the difference in select- 
ivities shown earlier for the ions I , Br , and ITO^  ). Whilst 
discussing these long chain acid anions it must be realised that 
some form of van der Waalfs interactions between the carbon chains 
'-and the resin matrix may also occur, which would also account for 
the preference shown for the longer chain species. If this factor 
were of major importance however, the same preference would also 
be expected in the case of resin N9. The effect of the high cap­
acity and high ionic density of resin N9, discussed earlier, may 
also be responsible in part for the lack of difference in select­
ivity shown for these ions (Figure 10 and Table 4)*
Another approach^^,'^,'^ suggests that the difference in 
hydration energies of the ions in the resin phase determines the 
selectivity orders. It can be seen from Figure 33, which shows 
a plot of the free energies of exchange against the free energies 
of hydration (as given in Table 8), that there is generally a 
good correlation, but there are some exceptions. Furthermore, the
data available are limited. A similar correlation and the same
(2l)
order of selectivity have been obtained in studies involving 
the extraction of anions from aqueous solutions into organic 
solvents when the hydrational enthalpies are plotted against the 
degree of extraction of the ions. However, such plots of the free 
energies and enthalpies of exchange against the enthalpies of 
hydration for the ions exchanging with chloride for resin, N5» 
do not show very satisfactory correlations (Figures 34 and 35)*
It is implicit in such an approach that when the ions are 
transferred from the aqueous to the resin phase, they lose most, 
if not all, of their hydration shells. This would arise if the
FIG.36.
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water of hydration were partially squeezed out from between the 
counter ions and the fixed ionic groups in the resin phase.
Another approach considered in Section 1 is to take into 
account the order-producing and order-destroying properties of 
the fixed and exchanging ions on the solvent structure. If the 
fixed, quaternary ammonium ion, is considered to be an order-’ 
destroying ion, then the resin affinity will increase with the 
order-destroyirrg properties of the various exchanging ions. One 
indication of these interactions between solute and solvent is 
the partial molar entropy of hydration, S° (Table 8), which has 
been shown to.be related to the B viscosity coefficient by 
Nightingale^^. A good correlation is obtained when the free 
energies of exchange are plotted against the partial molar 
entropies of hydration of the ions (Figure 36). Unfortunately 
the available data are limited. The correlation obtained on the 
basis of the data available may be regarded as evidence for the 
theory that ion exchange selectivity is governed by the resultant 
of the attractive and repulsive forces between the solvation 
spheres of the fixed ionic groups and those of the exchanging 
ions. Thus ions which possess similar solvent co-spheres will 
tend to attract each other and those possessing dissimilar co­
spheres willl tend to repel each other. Consequently if the 
quaternary ammonium ion is regarded as order-destroying then a 
resin containing such groups would be expected to show a high 
degree of selectivity for order destroying ions such as d O ^  1 
SCN 1 and I , which is, in fact, the case. This does not, 
however, explain satisfactorily the relatively large difference 
in selectivity between CIO^ and I (Figure 36), but this may
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arise from the greater ease of formation of hydrogen bonds with 
the perchlorate ion,
(h) Enthalpy change ' -
Reference has already been made (Section 4i2b) to the 
good agreement between the values of the enthalpy changes det­
ermined calorimetrically and those derived by use of the van*t 
Hoff isochore.
(go)
One recent approach which has related selectivity to
differences in hydration in the resin phase as the ions are 
exchanged has demonstrated a relationship between the enthalpy 
of exchange and the change in water content accompanying halide 
exchange on resins of low degree of cross-linking. A similar 
relationship is evident from the data plotted in Figure 37 in 
respect of the univalent inorganic ions studied here for exchange 
reactions on resin N5* This relationship does not extend, however, 
to the univalent organic acid anions studied here. The enthalpies 
for these are somewhat larger than those for the inorganic 
exchange reactions and this may reflect additional enthalpy con­
tributions arising from interactions of the carbon chain of the 
organic acid with the resin matrix. It must be stressed again, 
however, that explanations of selectivity orders are to be sought 
in correlating various factors with AG, rather than with AH.
(c) Interaction energy, to
As has already been noted, the values of to are signific­
antly higher in all cases for resin N9 than for resin N5 (Table 3). 
This is the converse of the expected trend as deduced from the 
water regain values. Resin N5 is the more highly cross-linked of 
these two resins and would, therefore, be expected to have higher
values of to. However, inspection of Table 1 shows that resin N9. 
has a much higher capacity than resin N5 and it is possible that, 
despite the lower cross-linking, the to values for N9 are high 
due to the more tightly *close-packed* situation (higher ionic 
density). This difference in to values between resins N5 and N9 
is parallelled by a similar difference in the case of the organic 
acids (Table 4)* the to values again being much higher in the case 
of resin N9.
It can be seen from Table 7 that to is essentially indep­
endent of changes in temperature although it is sensitive to 
changes in external electrolyte concentration particularly in the 
case of resin N9 (Table 6 and Figure 27).
The interaction energy does seem to be dependent to some 
degree on the changes in water content of the resin that accompany 
the exchange processes (Figures 28 and 29), but the correlation 
appears to be more satisfactory in the case of resin N9 than in 
the case of resin N5 which may arise from 'steric1 contributions in 
the latter case due to the tighter cross-linking, particularly 
for large or for heavily hydrated species.
That this in fact may be true would appear to be the case 
from the better correlation which appears for both resins N5'and 
N9 when to is plotted against the water content divided by the
crystal radius, H /r , of the ions concerned-(Figure 30). Obviously vr c
to can increase
either because the ion has a large solvation shell thus 
causing the resin to swell and giving rise to the swelling pressure 
effects mentioned in Section 4s2c
or because the ion is intrinsically large and hence
probably lightly hydrated in which case it will allow the resin 
to contract and as exchange proceeds it will become increasingly 
difficult to pack such ions on adjacent sites. Furthermore in the 
latter situation 'water enforced ion-pairing* of the type already 
described (Section 4;2c) could be an important factor in forcing 
the large ions closer to the fixed ionic groups of the resin and 
possibly as a consequence closer to each other with a consequent 
increase in w. _
Thus there could arise a situation where w is high because 
the ion is a large, lightly hydrated one (i.e. l/r is small and 
N is small) and another where w is also high because the ion is a 
small but highly hydrated one (i.e. l/r is large and IT is large).O VT
This being so there should be an intermediate optimum situation ■ 
where w is a minimum as can be seen to be the case from Figure 30.
In the case of the hydroxide ion strong hydrogen bonding may also 
enhance co, whilst in the case of the fatty acids this effect and the 
London forces may also make a contribution.
4 ;4 Uni-bivalent exchange
The thermodynamic data for the uni-bivalent exchange 
reactions are shown in Table 5* The effects of varying both temp­
erature and electrolyte concentration have already been discussed 
(Figures 13 and 14) •
(a) Free energy charges and selectivity
As would be expected from electroselectivity considerations, 
bivalent ions are preferred to univalent ones of similar structure 
in exchange reactions with dilute external electrolytes. Thus 
phthalate is preferred to benzoate (Figure 16) and hydrogen phos­
phate, HPcfJj' , to dihydrogen phosphate, , (Figure 8). Furthermore
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the bivalent organic acids are preferred to the univalent ones*'
One reason for including the series of bivalent organic 
acid'anions in these studies was to observe the effect of incr­
eased charge separation on the selectivities* The sulphate ion 
being a convenient reference ion in which the bivalent charge 
may be considered to be spread equally over the four oxygen atoms* 
The effects of cross-linking were also studied.
Figure 12 shows the effect of cross-linking for the 
exchange of the malonate anion* This shows an increase in select­
ivity with decreasing cross-linking. Figure 38 shows a plot of the 
free energy of exchange against the cross-linking for some of the 
reactions. It can be seen that this trend for increase in prefer­
ence for the bivalent ion with decrease in cross-linking applies to 
all the cases dealt with in this work. This is the opposite trend 
to that observed with the univalent acids. An interesting reversal 
in selectivity orders is seen in going from resin 1J9 (Figures 15 
and 38), where the selectivity order is sulphate y oxalate *7 
malonate succinate, to resin 1139 where this order is reversed.
It is interesting to note that the sulphate ion, with negligible 
charge separation, and the oxalate ion,with small charge separation 
are preferred by the resin of high cross-linking, N9, where the 
exchange sites are closer together whereas the succinate anion, 
with the largest charge separation, is preferred by the lightly 
cross-linked resin, N39, where the exchange sites are relatively 
far apart.
The high selectivity shown for the aromatic anions and for 
maleate and fumarate has already been mentioned.- The preference 
shown by each resin for fumarate over maleate is interesting and
113
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may he the result of a steric effect. ’This may also be the cause 
of the preference shown by the resin N9 for tere-phthalate over 
the phthalate ion. Perhaps the orientation and separation of the 
charges on these ions are important factors in such selectivities.
It is unfortunate that the lack of data precludes any 
correlations of the free energies of exchange for the bivalent 
anions with partial molar entropies and free energies of hydration 
such as were observed with the uni-univalent results. .
00 Enthalpy and entropy changes
The enthalpies of exchange are shorni in Table 5 and increase, 
in the order of increasing ion size, being highest for the succinate 
ion. The effect of cross-linking on the enthalpy of exchange is 
shown in Figure 39* ^he enthalpies are higher for the more 
tightly cross-linked resin. It is interesting to note that during 
the calorimetric experiments the time of the reaction periods vie re 
noticeably longer for resin N9 than for resin N39» particularly 
for malonate and succinate exchange. This may indicate steric 
hindrance in the form of partial ionic sieve, perhaps due to 
’pseudo cross-linking’, by resin 119 for these larger ions. There 
is also a slight increase in entropy of exchange when going from 
oxalate to succinate. This may be due to the breaking up of 
ordered solvent spheres associated with these ions as they enter 
the resins.
(o) The interaction ener^ cy, co
The effect of the cross-linking on co, the interaction 
energy, is shown for some of the reactions in Figure 40* For each 
ion, w decreases as the cross-linking decreases. The higher values 
obtained for resin N9, especially in the succinate and malonate
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case, may be due to the high capacity of resin N9, as was discussed 
earlier, but a form of ’pseudo cross-linking’ may also occur with 
the bivalent acids providing extra cross-links in the resin thus 
producing large co values as the reaction proceeds further. Higher 
co values might have been expected for sulphate and oxalate exchange 
with resin N39 due to possible resin distortion in order to bring 
the exchange sites near to the charges on the ions. Oxalate does 
have a slightly higher w value than malonate with resin H39® ,
4:5 Prediction results
The prediction results are shown, together with the respec­
tive experimental results, for some bi-bivalent exchanges with 
resins N9 and N39 (Table 9)® The isotherms are also shown in 
Figures 41 - 44® The predicted results for these reactions were 
calculated from the previously experimentally determined values 
of w and InK^ for the uni-bivalent reactions (Table 5) using 
equation (2:6:7)®
The isotherms were predicted by two methods:
(i) The first method involves an iterative procedure which
(7l)was first described by Boyland • The general uni-bivalent
equation (2:1:12) can be rearranged to give
2 2 —2,r» yt.
r A  A n  6 —  / A
!n[ 'jr'f 3 + ln c ~ lnKT * V RT ~ ln
■ ' a B Xjj
If a value of X^ is substituted into this equation and if, as a 
first stage approximation, X^ in the last term is put equal to 
(l — X^), an approximate value of X^Jx^ may be obtained. By 
solving the quadratic equation an approximate value of X^ may 
be found. The process is repeated by substituting
(l - X.) r= in the last term of the above equation until' A approx 13
a constant value of X. is obtained. The calculation being carried
(71)out by using an ALGOL computer program . The same procedure 
can also be used for the bi-bivalent exchange process (2:6:7) 
except in this case there is no quadratic equation to solve.
(ii) This alternative, slightly less accurate method, 
involves a graphical procedure. If for equation (2:6:7) the values 
of the slope and intercept are known then a graph of In against
sus Xg and of
ln( ) versus Xg are also drawn, and by utilising the fact
that lnK^ = ln( XgAj, ) + ln( Xj/7^  ) it is possible to take 
successive values of X^ and by use of these graphs to obtain the 
corresponding values of Xg.
The isotherms (Figures 41 - 44) show very good agreement 
and the results for co and Ag (Table 9) also show good agreement 
in most cases, especially when the sensitivity of these parameters, 
particularly for resin N9, is-considered. There may also be some 
slight disagreement between some Ag values becanse the correction 
factor was not incorporated in the prediction theory in order to 
avoid further complications.
The method provides a useful means for obtaining reasonable 
estimates of the selectivity behaviours for unknown reactions and 
also provides a means of testing the accuracy of the results for 
known reactions.
4:6 Conclusion
The treatment used throughout this work has been found to 
be successful for uni-univalent reactions and also for uni-bivalent 
reactions, with the incorporation of an empirical correction
X can be constructed. Graphs of ln( X_/X^) ) vei
factor. The good agreement between the enthalpies of exchange
determined both by equilibrium experiment and calorimetrically
also gives support to the treatment. This agreement also-gives
an indication that the initial assumption, that the magnitude: of 
-  2—the A — B interactions is negligible or at most very small, is 
a valid one. The agreement between the predicted and experimental 
results as described in Section 4*5 also provides additional 
support for the treatment used.
The free energy and enthalpy values are related to the 
selectivity orders shown by the resins. The enthalpy values are 
found to be specifically related to the change in water content, 
at least for the simpler inorganic ionsj with’the more complex- 
organic ions however, there may be other factors involved which 
give rise to extra heat effects.
The interaction energy, w, appears also to be related to 
the water content of the resins and especially to the ratio of 
the water content divided by the crystal radius of the ions 
concerned. High values of w may be attributed to swelling pressure 
effects or to water enforced ion-pairing as described in Section 4*3c.
The values of these parameters are also dependent on the 
resin cross-linking. The effect of increasing the cross—linking • 
however, seems to be opposite for uni-univalent and uni-bivalent 
reactions. This may be due to a capacity effect (Section 4*3c).
For the uni-univalent exchange the hydration of the anions 
plays a major part in determining the selectivity. The plot of the 
free energy of exchange against the partial molar entropy of the 
inorganic anion concerned gives the best correlation. This indic­
ates that the selectivity may be governed by attractive and
repulsive forces between the solvent spheres surrounding the 
• fixed quaternary ammonium groups and those surrounding the entering 
anions. The plot of the free energies of exchange against' the 
free energies of hydration of the ions also gives a reasonable 
correlation. It is, however, apparent that the selectivity cannot 
be explained completely satisfactorily on the basis of one single 
correlation. It is unfortunate that there is such a lack of 
relevant data, particularly for the bivalent anions.
The selectivity for the univalent organic acid series can 
be explained qualitatively on the basis of the disruption of the 
external water structure.due to the presence of the large non­
polar- carbon chains, the longer the chain then the more the ion 
is pushed into the resin phase where the water is less structured.
In the bivalent case, whilst these hydration factors may 
also be important, the increased charge makes the sorption of 
these ions more favoured. The selectivity appears to be related 
more to the size of these anions and to the separation of the 
charges. For the highly cross-linked resins the large succinate 
species is not favoured and also has high co values. This may be 
evidence for an ionic sieve effect and for *pseudo cross-linking1. 
For the lightly cross-linked resins, however, the large succinate 
ion is preferred; possibly due to the increased charge separation 
factor.
It would be interesting to investigate the hydration aspect 
in more detail, perhaps by 1M R  techniques'^, in order to invest­
igate the structure of the water in the resin phase. This technique 
together with infra-red techniques, may also give useful information 
concerning the structure of the ions in the resin phase. Further
work to determine values of the partial molar entropies and free 
energies of hydration for the ions, particularly for the bivalent 
ones, would be useful in determining if these values would correlate 
with the free energies of exchange of the ions. This, together 
with the available data, may help to determine more clearly which 
of these factors plays the more important role in determining the 
selectivities of these ions. .
S E C T IO N  5
5:1 Introduction
For the isotherm determinations using the hatch method ten 
solutions (in most cases) were prepared containing differing 
proportions of sodium chloride and the sodium salt of the exchanging 
B ion. These solutions were made up as indicated in Table 10 
for the reactions at 0.-1N.
TABLE 10
mis. of 0. Ill 1 19 mis. of 0.-1N.
NaCl 2 18 NaBz~
4 16
6 14
8 12
10 . 10
12 8
14 6
16 4
18 2
The following Tables 11 to 101 show the values of X^ and X^, the 
equivalent ionic fractions of the chloride ion in the solution 
and resin respectively at equilibrium. These results were then 
used to calculate values of to, lnK^, and AG°frorn equations 
(2:1:12 and 2:1:13 in Section 2)* by using the computer program 
in Appendix 2. The results are shown in Tables 3 — 7*
Uni-Univalent exchange 0.1N, 25°C
Table 11
XA- 0.340 O.566 0.706 O.854 0c903 0.948
N5, Cl~- cio ~
XA 0.051 0.103 0.170 O.285 0.359 0.470
Table 12
XA 0.296 O.578 0.680 0.824 0.886 .'O.925
N5, •Cl*’- SON”
XA 0.042 0.112 0.159 0.275 O.37O 0.450 •
Table 13
xA 0.189 0.238 0.324 0.425 0.517 0.631 0.697 0.780 0.851 0.924
N5, Cl~~ Br~ :
XA O.O39 O.O55 0.080 0.141 0.180 0.275 0.351 O.479 O.56I 0.723
XA 0.171 0.229 0.325 0.431 0.530 0.615 0.701 0.791 0.861 0.926
N5f Cl""- I~
XA 0.032 0.041 0.059 0.088 0.123 0.175 0.232 0.343 0.434 0.601
Table 15
XA 0.201 0.240 0.339 0.429 0.510 0.602 O.69I 0.782 0.859 0.929
115, c r -  no ■“
XA 0.053 0.068 0.101 0.152 0.207 0.270 0.362 0.470 0.592 0.751
Table 16
xA '0.170 0.332 0.507 0.671 0.839
N5, c r -  CIO ~
XA 0.086 0.173 0.277 0.406 0.606
Table 17
XA 0.163 0.332 0.500 0.668 0*838
N5, Cl”- Bi^""
XA 0.188 O.372 0.555 O.718 O.872
Uni-Univalent exchange 0.1N, 25°C
Table 18
XA 0,193 0.336 0*502 0*668 0.835 •
115, ci~- io3“
XA 0*522 0.726 0.845 O.909 0.965
Table 19 •
XA 0.168 0.335 0.670
N5 , 01~- Hg°3~
xA 0.315 0.541 0.849
Table 20
XA 0.112 0.337 0.501 0.644 0,851
N5, Cl~- 0H~
xA 0.423 0.742 0.834 0.890- 0.960
Table 21
XA 0.161 0.345 O.525 0.706 O.795
N5, c r -  h2po4-
XA 0.430 0.676 0.848 0.957 0.970
Table 22
X ' 0.262 0.314 0.413 O.529 0.603 0.692 0.779 6.857 O.948 0.970
1*9 , Cl“- I”
xA 0.065 0.081 0.099 0.135 0.190 0.235 0.330 0.445 0.630 0.725
N9, Cl - Br
XA 0.104 0.130 0.162 0.234 0.275 0.373 0.450 O.57I O.678 0.801
XA 196 0.244 0.338 O.424 O.515 0.602 O.687 0.770 O.85I O.928 
N9, Cl“~ NO "
Table 23
xA 0.227 0.283 0.371 0.458 0.543 0.627 0.717 0.787 0.869 0,931
Uni-Univalent exchange 0.1N RESIN N5
Table 25
xA 0.170 0.336 0.507 0.670 0.834
I5°c, ci-- cio “
1 0.083 0.156 0.260 0.383 O.573
Table 26
xA 0.171 0.503 0.670 0.805
35°C, 'Cl“-CIO ~
xA 0.094 0.296 0.420 O.58O
Table 27
XA O.159 O.325 0.500 0.666 0.834
15°C, Cl*"- Br03“"
XA 0.I84 0.370 0.557 0.712 0.875
Table 28
XA 0.167 0.334 0.500 O.667 0.834
35°C, Cl-- BrO “
X 0.184 0.363 0.543 0.708 0.864
Table 29
XA 0.166 0.336 0.500 0.669
I5°c, ci-- 10 "
XA 0.477 O.742 0.844 O.923
Table 30
XA 0.160 0.332 0.667 0.836
35°C, Cl”- 10 ~
xA 0.406 0.662 0.892 0.959
Table 31
XA 0.167 0.333 O.504 0.670 0.836
1 S ° G . G 1 " _ . H C O  “
Chloride - Univalent acid exchange
Table 32 .
XA ;0.179 '0.362 0*435 O.526 0.738 0.803
N5, Formate
xA 0.520 0.730 .0.781 0.840 0.930 0.951
Table 33
XA 0.186 0.355 0.431 0.520 0.741 0.799
N5| Acetate
x 0.650 0.815 0.858 0.894 0.957 0.968
Table 34
xA 0.182 0.359 0.425 0.520 0.741 0.801
N5, Propionate
x 0.590 0.780 0.826 0.870 0.945 0.959
Sable JS
XA 0.181 0.369 0.435 0.526 0.742 0.801
N5, Butyrate
XA O.467 0.695 0.748 0.812 0.913 0.930
Table 36
XA O.I85 0.359 O.54I 0.728 0.817
N5» Valerate
xA . 0.330 0.560 0.707 0,840 0.900
Table 37
XA 0.201 0.379 O.556 0.733 0.818 0.801
N5;, Caproate
XA 0.240 0.477 0.615 O.770 O.850 0.830
Table 38
XA 0.230 0.381 0.501 0.602 O.74O 0.814
N5, Benzoate
%A 0.101 0.192 0.282 0.351 O.503 0.617
Chloride — Univalent acid exchange
Table 39
XA O.I54 0.183 .O.276 0.359 0.451 O.546 0.640 0.742 0.835 0.935
N9, Formate
XA O.56O O.586 0.695 O.758 0.805 0.862 0.910 O.94O O.95I O.97O
Table 40
XA 0,125 0.164 O.25O 0,340 O.441 0.535 0.634 0.743 O.829 0.932
H9, Acetate
xA 0.655 0.695 0.785 0.840 0.867 0.903 0.921 0,950 0.973 0.976
Table 41
x 0.110 0.163 0.248 0.340 0,440 0.519 0.640 0.737 0.846 0.935
N9, Propionate
XA 0.650 O.725 0^803 O.852 O.87O O.898 O.915 0.945 0,970 O.98O
Table 42
XA 0.106 0.151 0.261 0.362 0.420 O.519 0.633 0.741 0.850 O.94I
KT9» Butyrate
XA 0.660 O.723 0.815 O.865 0.880 0.902 0.935 O.955 0,971 O.983
Table 43
XA 0.157 0.332 O.527 0.717 0.811
i*91 Valerate
xA 0.706 0.830 0.901 0.950 0.970
Table 44
XA O.I53 0.335 O.518 0.709 0.801
N9, Caproate
xA 0.730 0.833 0.913 0.956 0.970
Table 45
XA 0.179 0.213 0.297 0.3.85 0.479 O.567 O.669 0.745 0.847 0.933
N9, Benzoate
XA O.443 O.474 O.548 0.614 0.684 0.733 0.810 0.834 0.920 0.971
Chloride - Oxalate exchange on Resin N9 0.IN
Table 46
X 0.121 0.201 0.288 0.381 0.451 O.56I O.65I 0.732 0.812 0.913
15°C
X 0.140 0.212 0.281 0.351 0.413 0.498 0.579 O.65O 0.747 0.87-1
Table 47
XA 0.151 0.220 0.362 0.471 O.56O 0.670 0.721 0.812 0.871 0,921
35°C
XA 0.130 0.190 0.301 0.380 O.45I 0.543 0.601 0.702 O.78I 0.842
Table 48
X 0.140 0.230 0.331 0.461 0.501 0.602 0.652 0.771 O.85I 0.922
45°c
XA 0.120 0.190 0.264 0.350 0.384 0.461 O.5OO 0.621 0.711 0.823
Table 49
X 0.190 0.260 0.341 0.469 O.56O 0.630 0.732 O.788 0.872 0,923
55°C
XA 0.150 O.I95 0..249 0.340 0.409 0.468 O.56I 0.620 0,721 0,801
• Chloride - Oxalate exchange 0.1 IT,- 25°C
Table 50
XA 0.238 0.270 0.342 0.453 0.531 0.631 0.693 O.773 O.855 0.930
N9
XA 0.225 0.250 0.308 0.400 0.468 0.547 0.610 O.683 0.779 O.875
Table 51
XA 0.130 0.300 0.380 O.45O 0.530 0.601 0.702 O.76O O.85I 0.901
IT19
0.115 0.230 0.290 0.340 0,401 0.460 O.55O 0.600 0.710 O.78O 
Table 52
XA 0.140 0.210 0.310 0.402 0.520 0.610 O.7OO O.78I O.87O 0.920
N28
XA 0.110 0.160 0.230 0.290 0.380 0.450 0.530 0.620 0.720 0.811
Table 53
XA 0.100 0.280 0.403 0.501 O.56O 0.680 O.75O 0.802 0.900 O.96O
N39
XA 0.076 0.205 0.280 0.355 0.400 0,502 O.570 O.630 0,770 O.890
Chloride - Sulphate exchange 0.1N, 25°C
Table' 54
XA Oo213 . 0.253 0.338 0.425 O.519 O.604 0.688 0.775 0.857 0„932
N9
\  0.190 0.300 0.325 0.369 0.450 0.515 0.583 0.668 0.745 0.856
Table 55 ,
XA 0.120 0.180 0.320 0.430 0.500 0.602 0.699 O.798 0.901 O.94O
N19
%A O.IO5. 0.150 0.249 0.331 0.380 0.462 O.55O 0.649 O.79O O.85O
Table 56
xA 0.100 0.170 0.250 0.350 0.460 0.550 0.630 0.749 0.820" 0.919
IT 2 8 .
0.070 0.135 0.190 0.260 0.340 0.410 O.48O O.59O 0.670 0.820
Table 57
XA 0.120 0.239 0.300 0.402 0.521 0.660 O.78O 0.820 0.920 0.960
N39
X O.O85 O.I65 0.205 0.280 0.370 0.490 0.620 0.670 0.820 0.901
Chloride - Malonate exchange 0.1N. 25°C
Table 58
xA 0.207. 0.244 0.346 0.423 0.500 0.587 0.673 0.760 0.840 0.930
IT9
XA O.299 0.341 0.422 0.501 0.541 O.6O9 0.680 O.76O 0.820 0.920
XA 0.204 0.223 0.314 O.404 0.494 O.586 0.666 O.764 0.848 0.927
N19
XA 0.198 0.210 0.280 0.360 0.425 0.501 0.566 0.657 0.750 0.850
Table 60 .
XA 0.220 0.252 0.330 0.417 O.515 0.600 0.677 0.769 O.848 O.94O
IT28
\  0.170 0.190 0.250 0.310 O.389 0.454 O.525 0,610 0.718 O.87O
Table 61
XA 0.200 0.267 0.340 0.434 0.523 0.609 O.7IO O.784 0.870 0.947
1139
XA 0.131 0.180 0.229 0.301 0.360 0.437 O.524 O.59O 0.700 0.830
Chloride - Succinate exchange 0.1N, 25°C
Table 62
XA 0.211 
IJ9 .
0.223 0.335 0.389 0.492 O.58I 0.668 0.756 0.841 0.930
\  0.370 
Table 63
0.380 0.474 0.517 0.600 0.664 0.720 O.78O 0.860 O.92O
XA 0.204’ 
N 19
0.228 0.319 0.405 0.490 0.580 0.673 0.760 0.843 0.918
XA 0.226. 
Table 64
0.240 0.320 0.394 0.456 0.538 0.612 o. 696 0.771 0.901
xA 0.110
N 28
0.230 O.289 0.390 O.509 0.590 0.680 0.781 0.870 0.930
xA 0.100
Table 65
0.201 0.250 0.330 0.430 0.490 0.570 0.660 0.770 0.860
xA 0.185 
N39
0.258 0.353 0.433 0.534 0.609 0.711 0.774 0.855 O.94O
XA 0.120 0.180 0.243 0.297 0.380 0.430 0.510 o. 614 0.683 0.790
Chloride — Maleate exchange 0. IN. 25°C
Table 66
xA 0.189 0.254 0.342 O.418 O.507 O.58O 0.674 0.771 O.85O 0.930
N9
^A 0.230 0.300 0.367 O.429 0.500 O.55O 0.620 0.715 0.790 O.87O
Table 67
XA 0a95 0.236 0.335 0.425 0.499 O.598 0.677 0.772 0.853 0.936
N19
xA 0.135 O.I65 0.231 0.299 0.361 O.451 0.511 0.610 0.685 0.810
Table 68
xA 0.450 O.57O O.650 0.740 O.85O
N28
xA 0.280 0.380 0.450 0.540 0.670
Table 69
xA 0.232 0.241 0.343 O.44O O.528 0.604 0.691 0.783 0.868 O.948
H39
• XA 0.124 0.122 0.195 0.268 0.330 0.3 86 0.470 O.57O 0.680 0.820
Chloride - Fumarate exchan^ 0. IN, 25°C
Table 70
X, .0.196 0.229 0.321 0.439 O.505 0.602 0.693 0.788 O.867 O.947
HI 9
XA . 0.110 0.129 O.175 0.249 0.290 0.347 0.420 O.515 O.630 O.76O
Table 71
X 0.236 O.257 O.328 0.420 0.511 0.612 O.685 0.774 O.851 0.947
H9 '
X 0.240 0.250 0,295 0.364 0.428 0.503 0.550 0.626 0.720 0.860
Table 72
XA 0.205 O.277 0.355 0.450 0*544 0.633 0.710 O.793 O.885 O.964
IT 2 8
XA 0.080 0.120 O.I56 0.210 0.270 0.340 0.415 0.493 0.630 0*830
XA 0.201 0.275 0.368 0.437 0.536 0.614 0.701 0,798 0.879 0.950
N39
XA 0.076 0.110 0.160 0.192 0.263 0.315 0,402 0,508 0.605 0*736
Chloride - Phthalate exchan^ 0.1N, 25°C
XA 0.255 O.258 0.354 0.431 O.52I 0.618 O.698 O.783 0.873 O.940
H 9  '
XA 0.276 0.279 0.340 0.390 O.46O O.530 0,592 0.670 0.765 O.850
Table 75
XA 0.214 0.276 0.329 0.427 0,522 0.609 0.691 O.78O 0.861 0.938
H19 ■
XA 0.110 0.149 0.176 0.240 0.307 0,370 0.440 0.535 0.630 0,750
Table 76
XA 0.212 0.272 0.370 O.45O 0,538 0.635 0.731 O.787 0.870 O.955
H28
XA O.O85 0.110 O.I58 0.200 0.260 0.330 O.425 O.47O O.594 0,790
Table 77
XA O.I98 0.249 0.378 0.457 0.520 0.631 0.708 0.800 O.885 O.963
H39
x 0.069 0.090 ' 0.154 . 0.194 0.236 0,320 0,384 0.474 0,594 0.770
Chloride - Sulphate exchange 25°C
Table 78
X^ 0 .I5O 0.241 0.342 0.419 O.513 0.644 O.729 0.840 0.901 0.948
N9, 0.05N
XA 0.128 O.I92 0.265 0.320 0c389 0.490 O.558 O.665 O.746 0.829
Table 79
xA 0.110 0.182 0.301 0.403 0.480 0.581 0.651 0.762 0.840 0.921
N9, O.25H
xA O.153 O.240 0.370 0.471 O.552 O.65O 0.711 0.803 O.871 0.931
Table 80
xA 0.184 0.282 0.370 0.438 0.537 0.615 0.729 0.823 0.899 0.940 
N39, 0.05N ‘
XA 0.110 O.I69 0.221 0.267 . 0.336 0.390 O.486 O.582 0.690 O.79O
Table .81
XA . 0.160 0.221 0.301 0.403 0.480 O.57O 0.662 0.743 0.841 0.920
N39, 0. 25bl
XA 0.142 0.191 0.270 0.361 0.442 0.521 0.610 0.691 O.79O 0.891
Chloride - Oxalate exchange 25°C
Table'82
XA 0.153 0.262 0.358 0.479 O.556 O.67O O.74O 0.804 O.859 0.921
N9, 0.05N
1A 0.126 0.203 0.270 0.352 0.414 O.509 O.582 0.661 O.738 O.852
XA „ 0.151 0.210 0.272 0.370 O.46I 0.521 0.652 0.721 0.839 0.920
N9, 0.25N '
XA 0.192 0.261 0.333 0.441 0.542 O.59O O.713 0.771 O.873 0.938
Table 84
XA 0.191 0.276 0.381 0.432 0.521 0.642 0.720 O.793 O.859 0.914
II39» O.O5N
XA 0.111 0.161 0.220 0.251 0.316 0.398 0.467 0.549 0.632 0.731
Table 85
XA 0.181 0.220 0.302 0.401 O.48O O.57O 0.661 O.753 0.841 O.94O
N39, -0.25N
XA 0.162 0.192 0.273 0.361 0.420 0.501 0.591 0.682 O.78I 0„910
Chloride — Malonate exchange 25 °C
Table 86
X 0.209 0.289 O.355 0.462 O.556 0.661 0.763 O.848 0.911
0.233 0.302 0.364 0.453 O.542 0.621 .0 .712 0.792 0.820
0.130 0.253 0.341 0.420 0.531 O.652 0.740 0.861 0.912
0.283 0.440 O.52I O.58I 0.662 O.74I 0.803 O.89O 0.931
XA 0.110 0.212 0.268 0.363 0.441 0.531 0.601 0.720 0.801 O.929
N39» 0.05N
0.111 0.201 0.251 0.320 0.382 0.462 0.518 0.641 0.723 0.882
0.203 0.301 0.390 0.498 O.56I 0.672 0.771 O.853 0.924
0.124 0.182 0.230 0.286 0.327 0.402 0.491 O.596 0.733
-A ■ 0.139 
N9, 0.05N
XA 0.162 
Table 87 
xA 0.081
119, 0.25N 
XA 0.202 
Table 88
CA
1*3, 0.05N
7
Table 89
xA 0.145
N39» 0.25N
xA 0.088
Table 90 
xA 0.134  
W9 , 0.05N
X 0.215
X, 0.062  A
N9, 0.25IT
XA 0.202
xA 0.149
N39» 0.0511
X. 0.102  A
XA 0.121 
K39-, 0.25N 
xA 0.140
Chloride - Succinate exchange 25 C ,
0.181 0.258 0.351 0.449 0.539 0.634 O.738 0.841 0^923
0.268 0.350 0.442 0.=528 0.601 0.673 O.758 O.84O O.919
0.109 0.263 0.319 0.408 0.501 0i620 0.738 0.830 0.921
0.311 O.513 0.571 O.65O 0.721 0.801 O.87O 0.921 O.962
0.228 0.331 0.410 0.532 0.641 O.709 0.760 O.852 0.921
0.151 0.219 0.272 0.466 O.4.6O 0,531 O.59O 0.701 0.815
0.188 0.270 0,361 O.469 O.573 0.639 0.720 0.842 O.919
0.211 0.292 0.373 0.468 O.55I 0.611 0.690. 0.812 0.901
Table 94- Cl — HPO^ exchange, 0.1N, 25°C on resin N9 
XA 0.220 0.378 0.547 0.720 0.821
X ■ 0,496 0.633 0.864 O.899 0.903 •
Table 95 Cl - tere-phthalate exchange, 0.1IT, 25°C on resin hT9
xA 0.253 0.429 0.629 0.778 0.865
X 0.207- 0.318 0.446 0.584 0.671
Bi-Bivalent exchange O.lrT. 25°C, resins in Oxalate form
XB 0.113 0.181 O.249 0.292 0.361 O.463 O.58O O.65O 0,787 0.903
N9, So| exchange
XB O.I56 0.235 0.325 0.366 0.442 0.535 0.652 O.705 0.823 0.919
Table 97
XB 0.071 0,147 0.218 0.286 0.361 O.457 O.573 0.681 O.785 0.840
N39, So| exchange
XB 0.090 0.175 O.255 0.334 0.412 O.518 O.629 0.721 0,805 0.862
Table 98 -
XB ‘ O.O89 0;I65 0;199 0.278 0.356 0.442 O.536 0.626 0.720 0,809
N9, Malonate exchange
XB O.248 0.375 0.440 O.54I O.596 0.704 0.777 .0.830 O.859 0.911
Table 99
XB 0.121 0.170 0.241 0.320 0.409 0.496 O.55I 0.634 0.733 O.839
N39, Malonate exchange
Xg 0.120 0.175 0.253 0.337 0.434 O.525 O.574 O.652 O.754 O.844
Table 100
xB 0.075 0.130 0.171 0.249 0.338 0.431 0.519 0.605 0.709 0.814
1*9, Succinate exchange
XB 0.301 0.394 0.494 O.572 O.665 0.735 0,802 O.850 O.891 O.928
Table 101
XB 0.117 0.160 0.212 0.332 0.422 O.5I9 0.630 0.721 0.833 O.9I6
N39t -Succinate exchange
XB O.125 Ool74 0.231 0.354 0.444 0,548 0.660 0.741 O.849 O.920
SECTIO N 6
ALGOL COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE to., 
InK , AHD AG° FROM THE ISOTHERM LATA
R .= Count or number of sets of data to be computed.
T = Temperature °K. -
AD = Debye Iiuckel A factor
CLE = Amount of chloride(meq.) in solution at equilibrium.
CLI ss Amount of chloride(meq.) in solution initially, 
z = CLE - CLI
B2I = Initial amount of 33 ion in the solution.
XA- XA- Xg, X^f omega, lnK^, DELTAG, and PHI’all have their usual 
meanings as indicated previously.
CORE ss Correction term.
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